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ABSTRACT 
In chapter 1, we present some basic definitions of graphs and digraphs. In 
chapter 2, we give a review of the score sequences of tournaments. We present the 
results of strong, simple and self-converse score sequences of tournaments. We 
also study score sequences of bipartite tournaments and k-partite tournaments. 
Score sets of tournaments, bipartite tournaments and k-partite tournaments are also 
reported. In chapter 3, we study score sequences of oriented graphs. We give two 
new proofs of the Theorem on oriented graph scores and also obtain some stronger 
inequalities. Characterizations of irreducible, self-converse and simple score 
sequences of oriented graphs are reported. Results for score sequences of oriented 
bipartite and oriented k-partite graphs are also presented. In chapter 4, we extend 
the concept of scores to 2-digraphs and obtain necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a sequence of non-negative integers to be a 2-score sequence of some 
2-digraph. In chapter 5, we present the known results for scores in semi-complete 
digraphs. Some results for score sequences and losing score sequences of 
hypertoumaments are also studied. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The theory of directed graphs or digraphs is one of the richest theories in 
graph theory. The earlier work for digraphs can be found in Harary, Norman and 
Cartwright [26], Chartrand [15], and Behzad, Chartrand and Lesniak-Foster [7]. 
The tournament theory is one of the important theories in digraphs because of its 
diverse appliciations, and an earlier collection of results in tournaments can be 
found in Moon [31]. Much work has been done on the scores of tournaments and 
some of the results can be found in the survey article by Reid [44]. The theor>- of 
oriented graphs form one more class of digraphs and differ from tournaments in 
that not all pairs of vertices need be joined by an arc. In 1991, Avery [4] gave the 
concept of score structure in oriented graphs and obtained some results. The past 
decade has seen much progress of the score concept in oriented graphs, and the 
work for scores in oriented graphs can be found in [34, 37, 41]. Semi-complete 
digraphs is another class of digraphs, and in this regard we have the reference of 
Reid and Zhang [42]. The natural generalization of graphs is hypergraphs, and the 
trend has earlier started to extend the results of graphs to hypergraphs. In this 
direction, hypertoumaments have been studied, which is one of the areas in 
directed hypergraphs. The concept of scores and losing scores in 
hypertoumaments can be found in [51]. 
Our attempt here is to report all the existing results for scores in 
tournaments, oriented graphs, semi-complete digraphs and hypertoumaments. We 
obtain some new results for scores in oriented graphs. Also, we extend the concept 
of scores to 2-digraphs and obtain some results in this regard. 
Some Basic Deflnitions 
Now, we present a list of definitions which have been used in the 
dissertation, and we follow the terminology as is given in [5, 10, 13, 16, 1". 25, 
32,33,45,48]. 
Deflnition 1.1. Graph. A graph (or simple graph) G is a finite nonempty set V 
together with a symmetric, irreflexive relation R on V. The elements of the set V 
are called the vertices of the graph, and the relation R is called the adjacency 
relation. If u is related to v by R, then u is said to be adjacent to v, and we -arite 
uRv. 
Since R is a symmetric relation, it defines a subset E of V(2), the set of 
2-subsets of V, namely E = {(u, v): u, veV: uRv}. The elements of the set E are 
called the edges of the graph. From the above definition, we observe that a graph 
G is a pair (V, E), where V is a nonempty set whose elements are callcc the 
vertices of G, and E is a subset of V(2), whose elements are called the edges of G. 
Clearly, there is an incidence relation I between the vertex set V anc the 
edge set E of a graph. If eeE, then there is a pair of distinct vertices u and v such 
that e = {u, v}. The vertices u and v are called end vertices of e, and u and v are 
said to be incident with e (ule and vie). Also, e is said to be incident with u and v, 
and in that case we write el'u and el'v, where I' is the relation converse to I. 
A graph with finite number of vertices and finite number of edges is caijed a 
finite graph, otherwise it is an infinite graph. 
We represent a graph G with vertex set V and edge set E by (V(G). E ••[ G)). 
Since we deal with finite graphs only, we write V(G) = {vi, V2,..., Vn}, E(G) = {ci, 
e2,---, Cm}, and | V | = n is the order of G, and | E | = m is the size of G. Such a 
graph is called (n, m)-graph. If there is an edge e between the vertices u and \ , \\e 
briefly write e = uv, and say edge e joins the vertices u and v. A vertex is an 
isolated if it is not adjacent to any other vertex. 
Deflnition 1.2. Multigraph. A multigraph is a pair (V, E), where V is a noneropty 
set of vertices, and E is a multiset of edges, being a multi-subset of V(2). The 
number of times an edge e = uv occurs in E is the multiplicity of e, and edges i^ith 
multiplicity greater than one are its multiple edges. 
Definition 1.3. General graph. A general graph is a pair (V, E), where \ ' is a 
nonempty set of vertices, and E is a multiset of edges, being a multi-subset of \'(2), 
the set of unordered pairs of elements of V, not necessarily distinct. An edge of the 
form e = uu, ueV is a loop. An edge which is not a loop is a proper edge or Link. 
The number of times an edge e occurs is its multiplicity, and proper edges with 
multiplicity greater than one are multiple edges. Loops with multiplicity greater 
than one are multiple loops. 
The graph obtained by replacing all multiple edges by single edges in a 
multigraph G, is called the underlying graph of G. Similarly, if G is a general 
graph, the graph H obtained by removing all its loops, and by replacing all 
multiple edges by single edges is called the underlying graph of G. 
Definition 1.4. Hypergraph. A hypergraph H is a pair (V, E), where V is a set of 
vertices, and E is a set of nonempty finite subsets of V called hyperedges. A k-
hypergraph is one in which every hyperedge contains exactly k vertices, ancS we 
call such a hyperedge as a k-edge. Thus, a 2-hypergraph is simply a graph. 
Definition 1.5. Degrees. The degree of a vertex v in a graph G is the number of 
edges of G which are incident to v, and is denoted by d(v) or d(v/G) or d,. We 
have d(v) = ( (eeE: e = uv, for ueV} (. The minimum degree and the maximum 
degree of a graph G are denoted by 5(G) and A(G) respectively. 
A graph is said to be regular if all its vertices have the same degree and k-
regular if all its vertices have degree k. A S-regular graph is also called a c^bic 
graph. Clearly, a vertex with degree zero is an isolated vertex, a vertex with 
degree one is a pendant vertex, and the unique edge incident to a pendant vertex is 
a pendant edge. A vertex of odd degree is an odd vertex, and a vertex of even 
degree is an even vertex. 
In a general graph G, a loop incident to a vertex v is counted as two edges 
incident to v. Therefore, d(v) is the number of non-loop edges incident to v plus 
twice the number of loops at v. 
Definition 1.6. Isomorphism. Let Gj and G2 be general graphs. Let f be a one-one 
mapping of V(Gi) onto V(G2), and g a one-one mapping of E(Gi) onto E(G2). Let 
G denote the ordered pair (f, g). 9 is an isomorphism of G| onto G2, when the 
vertex x is incident with the edge e in Gi if and only if the vertex fx is incident 
with the edge ge in G2. If such an isomorphism 9 exists, then the graphs G| and G2 
are said to be isomorphic, and is denoted by G| = G2. We have, | V(Gi) | = | V(G2) | 
and |E(GO| = |E(Gj)|. 
An isomorphism of a graph G onto itself is called an automorphism of G. 
Any graph G has the identical or trivial automorphism 1 such that Ix = x, for each 
edge, or each vertex x of G. 
Clearly two graphs Gi and G2 are isomorphic to each other if there is a one-
one correspondence between their vertices, and between their edges such that the 
incidence relationship is preserved. 
Two graphs G| = (V, E) and G2 = (U, F) are label-isomorphic if and only if 
V = U, and for any pair u, v in V, uv €E if and only if uveF. 
Definition 1.7. Types of graphs. 
A subgraph of a graph G = (V, E) is a graph H = (U, F) with U e V and 
F c E. We denote it by H < G (G is also called the super graph of H). If U = V, 
then H is called the spanning subgraph of G, and is denoted by H < G. Here G is 
called the spanning super graph of H, and we denote by G > H. 
If F consists of all those edges of G joining pairs of vertices of U, then H is 
called the vertex induced subgraph of G, and is denoted by H = <U>. If F c E, and 
U is the set of end vertices of the edges of F, then H = (U, F) is called an edge 
induced subgraph of G, and is denoted by H = <F>. 
A graph of order n with all possible edges m = -^ ^ is called a complete 
graph of order n, and is denoted by Kp. A graph of order n with no edges is called 
an empty graph, and is denoted by K„. Each graph of order n is clearly a spanning 
subgraph of K„. 
A graph G = (V, E) is said to be k-partite (where k is positive integer) if its 
vertex set can be partitioned into disjoint sets Xi, Xa,.-, XR with V = X| u X2 
KJ.. .u X|5, such that uv is an edge of G if u is in some X; and v in some Xj, i 9^  j . 
That is, every one of the induced subgraphs <Xj> is an empty graph. We denote 
k-partite graph by G = (X,. X2,.... X ,^ E) or G(X,. X2,.... XR). 
If a k-partite graph has all possible edges, that is uv e E, for every u G Xj 
and every v 6 Xj, for all i ^ j , then it is called a complete k-partite graph. If | X, | 
= ni, we denote it by /C,, „^  ,,. 
A graph G = (V, E) is said to be bipartite, or 2-partite if its vertex set can be 
partitioned into two different sets X] and X2 with V = Xi u X2, such that uv G E if 
u e Xi and v G X2. The bipartite graph is said to be complete if uv G E, for every 
u G X|, and every v G X2. When | X| | = ni, | X21 = n2, we denote the complete 
bipartite graph by K„^„ .^ The complete bipartite graph Ki„ is called an n-star or 
n-claw. 
The complement G = (V,E)ofa graph G = (V, E) is the graph having same 
vertex set as G, and its edge set E is the complement of E in V(2), that is, uv is an 
edge of G if and only if uv is not an edge of G. 
A graph G is said to be self-complementary if G = G . The complement K„ 
of the complete graph of order n is clearly the empty graph of order n. 
Deflnition 1.8. Removal of edges. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let F c E. The 
graph H = (V, E-F) with vertex set V, and edge set E-F is said to be obtained from 
G by removing the edges of F. It is denoted by G-F. If F consists of a single edge e 
of G, the graph obtained by removing e is denoted by G-e. 
Now, G-F may contain isolated vertices which are not isolated vertices of 
G. The graph obtained by removing these newly created isolated vertices from 
G-F is denoted by G\F. Similarly, the graph obtained by removing isolated 
vertices from G-e is denoted by G\e. 
Definition 1.9. Removal of vertices. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let v e V. Let 
Ev be the set of all edges of G incident with v. The graph // = (K - {v}, £ - £ j is 
said to be obtained from G by the removal of the vertex v, and is denoted by G-v. 
If U is a subset of V, the graph obtained by removing the vertices of G 
which are in U is denoted by G-U. If H is a subgraph of G, we denote G-V(H) by 
G-H, and G-E(H) by H(G). H(G) is called the relative complement of H in G. 
Definition 1.10. Addition of edges. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let f be an 
edge of G. The graph H = (V, E u {f })is said to be obtained from G by the addition 
of the edge f, and is denoted by G + f If F is a subset of edges of G, the graph 
obtained from G by adding the edges of F is denoted by G + F. 
Definition 1.11. Addition of vertices. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let v^ V. 
The graph H with vertex set V u {v}, and edge set E u {uv, for all ueV} obtained 
from G by adding a vertex v, is denoted by G + v. Thus, G + v is obtained from G 
by adding a new vertex v and joining it to all vertices of G. 
Definition 1.12. Walks, paths, cycles and components. 
The incidence relation I between the elements of V, and the elements of E 
induced by the adjacency relation R further induces an adjacency relation among 
the edges, namely, two edges e and f are adjacent if and only if they have an end 
vertex in common. This relation is denoted by L. 
Two edges e and f of a graph G = (V, E) are adjacent if and only if e = uv, 
and f = vw, for some three vertices u, v, w. If e and fare adjacent, we write eLf. 
An alternating sequence of vertices and edges, beginning and ending with 
vertices such that no edge is traversed or covered more than once is called a walk. 
A vertex may appear more than once in a walk. VieiV2e2V3...VkeicVk+i is called a 
V|-V|t+|Walk W, and V| and v^ +i are called the initial and terminal vertices of the 
walk W, and k the number of edges in W is called length of W. The walk is said to 
be open, if V| and v^+iare distinct, and closed if V| = Vk+|. If v, and Vj are two 
vertices in W, s > r, the walk VrCrVr+jer+i.. .Cs.jVs is called a subwalk of W, or v^ -Vj 
section of W, and is denoted by Wv -^Vj. The walk Vk+iekVk...eiVi is called the 
reverse walk of W, and is denoted by W". 
A path in a graph is an open walk in which no vertex (and therefore no 
edge) is repeated. A closed walk in which no vertex (and edge) is repeated is 
called a cycle. A path of length n is called an n-path and is denoted by ?„. A cycle 
of length n is called an n-cycle, and is denoted by Cn- A loop is 1-cycle, and a pair 
of edges joining two vertices form a 2-cycle. An n-cycle is proper only if n > 3. 
As the edges and vertices in a path or cycle are not repeated, these are 
denoted by the sequence of vertices only. For example U|U2...Uk, where Uj e V is a 
k-1 path. 
Two distinct vertices u and v of a graph G are said to be connected or Joined 
if there is a u-v walk in G. By convention, a vertex is connected to itself 
A graph is said to be connected if every two of its vertices are connected, 
otherwise it is disconnected. 
A maximal connected subgraph of a graph G is called a component of G. A 
component which is Ki is called a trivial component. 
The number of components of a graph G is denoted by k(G). A component 
of G with an odd (even) number of vertices is called an odd (even) component of 
G. The number of odd components of G is denoted by ko (G). 
Definition 1.13. Union of graplis. Let G = (V, E) and H = (U, F) be two graphs 
with VnU = (j>. The union of G and H, denoted by G u H, is the graph with vertex 
set V u U, and edge set E u F. Clearly, when G and H are connected graphs, 
GuH is a disconnected graph whose components are G and H. 
Definition 1.14. Intersection of graphs. Let G = (V, E) and H = (U, F) be two 
graphs. The intersection of G and H, denoted by G n H, is the graph consisting 
only of those vertices and edges that are both in G and H. Clearly, G n H = (V n 
U, E n F). 
Definition 1.15. Directed graph or digraph. A digraph D is a pair (V, A), where 
V is a nonempty set of vertices, and A is a subset of V^^ \ (the set of ordered pairs 
of distinct elements of V) whose elements are called arcs of D. 
Definition 1.16. Muitidigraph. A multidigraph D is a pair (V, A), where V is a 
nonempty set of vertices, and A is a multiset of arcs of W^^\ The number of times 
an arc occurs in D is called its multiplicity, and arcs with multiplicity greater than 
one are called multiple arcs of D. 
Definition 1.17. General digraph. A general digraph D is a pair (V, A), where V 
is a nonempty set of vertices, and A is a multiset of arcs, being a multisubset of 
V^^ (the cartesian product of V with itself). An arc of the form uu is called a loop 
of I), and arcs which are not loops are called proper arcs of D. The number of 
times an arc occurs is called its multiplicity. A loop with multiplicity greater than 
one is called a multiple loop. 
An arc (u, v) € A of a digraph is denoted by uv, implying that it is directed 
fix)m u to V, u being the initial vertex and v the terminal vertex. 
Clearly, a digraph is an irreflexive binary relation on V. 
If D = (V, A) is a digraph, then the graph G = (V, E), where uv e E if and 
only if uv or vu or both are in A, is called the underlying graph of D (also called 
the covering graph C(D) of D). 
If Di = (V, A|) is a general digraph, the digraph D2 = (V, A2) obtained from 
D| by removing all loops, and by replacing all multiple arcs by single arcs is called 
the digraph underlying D|, and the underlying graph of D2 is called the underlying 
graph of D]. 
Deflnition 1.18. Outdegree and indegree. The outdegree of a vertex v in a 
digraph D, denoted by d*(v) or d*, is the number of arcs incident from v. 
Similarly, the indegree of a vertex v in a digraph D, denoted by d(v) or c/;, is the 
number of arcs incident to v. The total degree (or simply degree) of v is 
dv=rf:+<-. 
If dv = k for every v G V, then D is said to be k-regular digraph. If for every 
v e V, d* = c/;, the digraph is said to be an isograph, or a diregular, or a 
balanced digraph. 
A vertex v for which rf* = d~ =0 is called an isolate. A vertex v is called a 
Transmitter or receiver according as dl > 0, d^ = 0 or dl = 0, d', > 0. A vertex v 
is called a carrier if d* = d~= I. 
Dcnnition 1.19. Types of digraphs. 
A digraph D = (V, A) is said to be complete symmetric if both uv and 
vu e A for all u, v e V. Obviously, this corresponds to Kn, where | V | = n, and is 
denoted by K*. 
Two digraphs are said to be isomorphic if their underlying graphs are 
isomorphic and the direction of the corresponding arcs are same. 
Let D = (V, A) be a digraph. A digraph H = (U, B) is the subdigraph of D 
whenever U c V and B c A. If U = V, the subdigraph is said to be spanning. 
The complement D = {V, A) of the digraph D = (V, A) has vertex set V, and 
V e ]4 if and only if v ^ A. That is, D is the relative complement of D in K*, 
where | V | = n. 
The converse D' = (V, A') of the digraph D = (V, A) has vertex set V, and a 
= uv e A' if and only if a' = vu e A. That is, A' is obtained by reversing the 
direction of each arc of D. Clearly, (D' ) = D" = D. 
A digraph D is self-complementary if D s D, and D is said to be self-
converse if D = £)'. A digraph D is said to be self-dual if D = ^ = £)'. 
Definition 1.20. Directed wall(s, paths, cycles and connectedness. 
A {directed) walk in a digraph D = (V, A) is a sequence Voa|Via2...akV|(, 
where Vj e V and ai e A are such that aj = v,.iVi for 1 < i < k, and no arc being 
repeated. As there is only one arc of the form VjVj, the walk can also be represented 
by the vertex sequence VoVi...Vk. A vertex may appear more than once in a walk. 
Clearly, the length of the walk is k. If VQ f v ,^ the walk is open, and if VQ = Vi, the 
walk is closed. A walk is spanning if V = {VQ, V, ..., v^}. 
A {directed) path is an open walk in which no vertex is repeated. A 
{directed) cycle is a closed walk in which no vertex is repeated. A digraph is 
acyclic if it has no cycles. 
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A semiwalk is a sequence voaiVia2...akVk with V| G V and ai e A such that 
either aj = Vi.|Vj or VjVi.i, and no arc being repeated. The length of the semiwalk is 
k. If Vo 9^  Vk , the semiwalk is open, and if VQ = v^  , the semiwalk is closed. If no 
vertex is repeated in an open (closed) semiwalk, it is called a semipath 
(semicycle). 
In a digraph D = (V, A), a vertex u is said to he joined to a vertex v, if there 
is a semipath from u to v. A vertex u is said to be reachable from a vertex v, if 
there is a path from v to u. A vertex v is called a source of D if every vertex of D 
is reachable from v, and v is called a sink of D, if v is reachable from every other 
vertex. 
A digraph is said to be strongly connected or strong, if every two of its 
distinct vertices u and v are such that u is reachable from v and v is reachable from 
u. A digraph is unilaterally connected or unilateral, if either u is reachable from v 
or V is reachable from u, and is weakly connected or weak, if u and v are joined by 
a semipath. 
A digraph is said to be disconnected if it is not even weak. A digraph is said 
to be strictly weak if it is weak, but not unilateral. It is strictly unilateral, if it is 
unilateral but not strong. 
In a digraph D, a strong component is a maximal strong subdigraph of D. A 
unilateral component is a maximal unilateral subdigraph of D, and a weak-
component is a maximal weak subdigraph of D. 
11 
Chapter 2 
On scores in tournaments 
In this chapter, we study score sequences of tournaments. We give a brief 
review of strong, simple and self-converse score sequences of tournaments. Also, 
we present some known results on score sequences of bipartite tournaments and k-
partite tournaments. Score sets of tournaments, bipartite tournaments and k-partite 
tournaments are also reported. 
Definition 2.1. A tournament T - (V, A) is a complete oriented graph with vertex 
set V = (vi, V2,..., Vn} and arc set A, that is, for any pair of vertices Vj and Vj either 
(Vj, Vj) is an arc or (Vj, Vj) is an arc, but not both. In other words, a tournament is an 
orientation of a complete simple graph. The score of a vertex Vj, denoted by 5„, or 
simply by Sj, is the outdegree of vertex Vj. Clearly, 0 < Si < n-1. The sequence S = 
[S|, S2,..., s„], with 0 < Sj < S2 < .. .< Sn < n-1, is called the score sequence, or the 
score structure, of a toumament T. 
A toumament can be considered as the result of competition where n 
participants play each other once in a match that cannot end in a tie, and score one 
point for each win. Player v is represented in the toumament by vertex v, and an 
arc from u to v means that u defeats v. Then, player v obtains a total of d* points 
in the competition, where d* is the outdegree of v, and the vertex scores can be 
ordered to obtain the score sequence of the toumament. 
Definition 2.2. A toumament is said to be transitive if its vertices can be indexed 
by the numbers 1, 2,..., n in such a way that there is an arc from Vj to Vj if and only 
if i > j . A regular tournament on n vertices (n odd) is one whose all vertices have 
outdegree . 
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Dcrinition 2.3. A score sequence S = [si, S2,..., s„] is said to be realizable by a 
tournament T if there exists a tournament T with V(T) = {vi, V2,...,Vn} such that 
s, = 5, , for 1< i < n. Such a T is known as realization of S. 
The following result, due to Landau [28], gives a condition for an arbitrary 
integer sequence to be the score structure of some tournament. 
Theorem 2.1 [28]. Let S = [s, ]" be a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative 
integers not exceeding n-1. Let Si be obtained from S by deleting one entry Sj, and 
reducing n-l-Sj largest entries of S by 1. Then, S is a score sequence if and only if 
St is a score sequence. 
Definition 2.4. A score sequence S is said to be strong if all the tournaments T 
with score sequence S are strong. 
In 1953, Landau [28] obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for a non-
decreasing sequence of integers to be the score sequence of some tournament. This 
result is called Landau's theorem. There are now several proofs of this 
fundamental result in tournament theory, ranging from clever arguments involving 
gymnastics with subscripts, arguments involving arc reorientations of properly 
chosen arcs, arguments by contradiction, arguments involving the idea of 
majorization, to a constructive argument utilizing network flows and another one 
involving systems of distinct representatives. Many of these existing proofs are 
discussed in a 1996 survey by Reid [44]. Two of the more well-known proofs are 
given by Griggs and Reid [21]. One proof is an, elementary, self-contained proof 
that is related to known proofs by majorization (Aigner [1] in 1984 and Li [29] in 
1986), but it does not depend on any appeals to chains and covers in lattices. The 
other is a new direct proof that employs a simple operation on sequences that is as 
basic as any in the literature, and perhaps more natural. Both proofs are 
constructive, so they each provide an algorithm for obtaining a tournament 
realizing a sequence satisfying Landau's conditions. 
Now, we give the statement of Landau's theorem. 
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Theorem 2.2 (Landau [28]). A sequence S = [sj" of non-negative integers in 
non-decreasing order is a score sequence of some tournament if and only if 
! < * < « , (2.2.1) 
with equality when k = n. 
Furthermore, the score sequence is strong if and only if for 1 < ^ < « -1 
trQ'^ty-b 
The following result, given by Bjelica [12], gives a criterion for score 
segments and subsequences with arbitrary positions of scores. 
Theorem 2J [121. Let ti ^ t2 <...< t^ be a sequence of non-negative integers and 
S| < S2 ^...^ Sn be a score sequence of a toumament Tn with m < n. Then, the 
following properties are equivalent. 
( ' • ) t'. '} , i ^ y ^ m , 
... V2 , 
(;7) i,=Sj, \<j<m, for some T„, 
(Hi) tj =s^^j, l^ j ^m, for some T„ and k, 
(/v) Ij =s^ y 1 ^ y ^  w, for some T„and k^ <k^ <... < k„. 
The next result [11] gives conditions for a set of integers to be the subset of 
scores with prescribed positions in some score sequence. 
Theorem 2.4 (llj . Let 0 < t| ^ t2 ^...:S t^ and 0 < k, < k2 <...< k ,^ be two 
sequences of integers. Then, there exists a toumament Tn with score sequence Sj < 
S2 ^.. .< Sn such that tj = s^  , 1 < j < m, if and only if 
S(*,-*,-,k^ (k. 
v2 J 
,l<j<m,k,= 0. 
The following stronger inequalities for scores in tournaments are given by 
BrualdiandShen[14]. 
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Theorem 2.5 [14). A sequence of integers S = [5,]" with Si < S2 <...< Sn is a score 
sequence of a tournament if and only if for every subset I c [n] = {1, 2,..., n}, 
iel ^ iel u (2.5.1) 
with equality when |I| = n. 
We note that equality can occur often in (2.5.1). For instance, equality holds 
n-\ n-l n-
_ 2 2 2 
Also, Theorem 2.5 is best possible in the sense that, for any real e > 0, the 
inequality 
for regular tournaments of odd order n with score sequence 
I . Ji..]EO-.). 
iti 
— e 
[2 ) 2 ; 
fails for some I and some tournaments (for example, regular tournaments). 
Theorem 2.5 gives a lower bound for ^ 5 , . The next result gives an upper 
It I 
bound for ^ j , and is equivalent to the set of lower bounds for ^ 5 , in Theorem 
2.5. 
Corollary 2.1 (14). A sequence of integers S = [s,]", with S| < S2 <...< Sn is a score 
sequence of a tournament if and only if for any subset I c [n] = {1, 2,..., n}, 
itl ^ Itl ^ 
with equality when |I| = n. 
The next result follows by choosing I = {i} in Theorem 2.5 and in Corollary 
2.1. 
Corollary 2.2 [14]. Let S = [sX with S| < S2 <...< Sp is a score sequence of a 
tournament. Then for each i, 
/• - 1 ^n + i-2 
<s. < . 
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For any integers r and s with r < s, we use [r, s] to denote the set of all 
integers between r and s. 
Theorem 2.6 [14]. Let S = [j.f with si < S2 <...< Sn be a score sequence of a 
tournament. If 
12 
for some I c [n] = {1, 2,..., n}, then one of the following holds, 
(i) I = [l,lll]and t^,= 
i - i 
I\ 
V 2y 
(ii) I = [t,t + | I | - l ] f o r s o m e t , 2 < t < n - | I | + l , 
T U f ' ^ l ^ l - M a n d , = 1^11:1 for a l l i < t . | I | - l . 
t " I 2 J ' 2 
(iii) I = [1, r] u [r +1, t +111 -1] for some r and t such that 1 < r < 111 -1 and 2 < t 
^ (A '*^ -' f/+|/|-h 
<n-|I|+l,X^.= J . Z -^= ' ' 
. r + t + |I|-2 - ,, . 
and Si = : •— for all i, 
r + l < i < t + | I | - l . 
Definition 2.5. Let T be a tournament with score sequence S. The strong 
components of S are the score sequences of the strong components of T. 
The following result [3] gives all the strong components of T. 
Tlieorem 2.6 [3]. Let S = [s,\ be the score sequence of a tournament T. Suppose 
t'> 4o\ t^' =il\' "^^  i^' >f^ l fo'-p+ 1 <k<q-l 
where 0 < p < q < n. Then, the sub toumament induced by the vertices {Vp+i, 
V2."-, Vq} is a strong component of T with score sequence [Sp+|-p, Sp+2-p,..., Sq-
P]. 
Theorem 2.6 shows that the strong components of S are determined by the 
successive values of k for which 
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* 
! - . = 
(=1 
'''] 
.2. 
1 < ^ < rt. 
Definition 2.6. Let S = [5,]" be the score sequence of a tournament T. Then, S' = 
[n-l-Sn, n-l-Sn-i, ••. n-l-Si] is the score sequence of T', the converse of T. 
Deflnition 2.7. A score sequence S is said to be simple if all the tournaments 
having this score sequence are isomorphic to each other. 
Avery [3] characterized the simple score sequences. 
Lemma 2.2 [3]. A score sequence S is simple if and only if every strong 
component of S is simple. 
Theorem 2.7 [31. A strong score sequence S is simple if and only if it is one of 
[0],[1. 1,1], [1,1.2, 2] and [2. 2, 2, 2, 2]. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.7 that a score sequence is simple 
if and only if its strong components are of the type [0], [1, 1, 1], [1, 1, 2,2] and [2, 
2, 2, 2, 2]. 
The following result, due to Avery [3], gives a recursive relation to find the 
number of simple score sequences of order n. 
Theorem 2.8 (3J. Let s(n) denotes the number of simple score sequences of order 
n. Then, 
s(n) = s(n-l) + s(n-3) + s(n-4) + s(n-5), 
where s(k) = 0 if k> 0 and s(0) = 1. 
Deflnition 2.8. A score sequence S is said to be self-converse if all the 
tournaments T having the score sequence S are self-converse, that is T = T'. 
The following characterization of self-converse score sequences is due to 
Eplett [18]. 
Theorem 2.9 [18]. A score sequence S = [5,]" is self-converse if and only if 
Sj + Sn+i-i = n-1, for 1 < i < n. 
Theorem 2.9 is equivalent to saying that S is self-converse if and only if S = 
S'. 
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Gervacio [20] defined the (transitive) deviation sequence of the sequence of 
integers [s,X to be the sequence [d,]", where dj = Si-(i-l) and called dj the 
deviation of Sj. The sequence [s,f^ is non-decreasing if and only if dj-dj+i < 1 for 
each i < n. Also, for each k = 1, 2,..., n, ^d, =X'^' - ^ . so that a non-
decreasing sequence of integers [s,]" is a score sequence if and only if its deviation 
sequence[f/,f satisfies ^^c/^  >0 for k = 1, 2, ..., n, with equality for k = n. 
Gervacio [20] gives an algorithm for generating all tournament score sequences of 
a given order. 
Definition 2.9. The set S of distinct scores of the vertices of a tournament is called 
its score set. 
In [43], Reid conjectured that each finite, nonempty set S of non-negative 
integers is the score set of some tournament and proved it for the cases when |S| = 
1, 2, 3, or when S is an arithmetic or geometric progression. Later, Hager [23] 
verified Reid's conjecture for the cases when \S\ = 4, or 5. In 1986, Yao gave a 
proof of Reid's conjecture by pure arithmetical analysis which appeared in 
Chinese [49] in 1988 and in English [50] in 1989. Pirzada and Naikoo [35] 
obtained the following result for score sets in tournaments and give a constructive 
proof, using tournament construction. 
Theorem 2.10 (35). If S|, S2,..., s„ are non-negative integers with S| < S2 < ...< Sn, 
then there exists a tournament T with score set S = <5,,^5,,...,^i, I. 
Definition 2.10. A bipartite tournament is a complete oriented bipartite graph. 
Thus, an m X n bipartite tournament T(U, V) consists of two partite sets U = {ui, 
U2,...,Un,} and V = {vi, V2,..., Vn} of vertices, and mn arcs between U and V. If the 
scores (or outdegrees) of Uj and vj are denoted by s„ or simply by Sj and t^ or 
simply by tj respectively, for 1 < i < m and I < j < n, then Si = [s,, S2,.,., s^ ,] and 
S2 = [ti, t2,.-, t„] with 0 < s, < S2 <...< Sn, < n and 0 < t, < t2 <...< t^  < m are 
called the score sequences of T (U, V). 
Beineke [9] made comparisons of the results for the two classes of 
tournaments, namely ordinary tournaments and bipartite tournaments. Bipartite 
tournaments can be considered as the result of competition between two teams in 
which each player of one team plays with every player of the other team exactly 
once without having ties (draws). A player receives one point for each win. With 
this scoring system, player u and v receive a total of Su and ty points respectively. 
The following result is the bipartite version of Landau's theorem given in 
1981 by Beineke and Moon [8]. 
Theorem 2.13 [8]. Two non-decreasing sequences S| = [ J , ] " and S2 = \t^\\ of 
non-negative integers are the score sequences of some bipartite tournament if and 
only if 
Z^s^^2J, ^ P^^ \<> p<>m and \<,q^n, 
with equality when p = m and q = n. 
Deflnition 2.11. The sets S^={s,:\<,i<>m] and S^=[t/.\<, j <,n\ of distinct 
elements of the score sequences of a bipartite tournament T(U, V) are called the 
score sets of T(U, V). 
At the Fourth International Conference on Theory and Applications of 
Graphs in Kalamazoo 1981, Reid raised the problem of determining the score sets 
of bipartite tournaments. Wayland [47] found necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a bipartite tournament T(U, V) and the score sets Si and S2, if 
1U| > tn. 
The following constructive necessary and sufficient conditions is given by 
Vojislav [46]. 
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Theorem 2.12[46]. The sets of non-negative integers S|= {s} and Sj = {t|, t2,..., 
tn} are the score sets of some bipartite tournament if and only if one of the 
following conditions is satisfied. 
(i) t, + t2+...+ t„=(n-s-l)t„, 
(ii) t, +12+...+1„> (n-s-1) (tn+ 1), 
(iii) ti+12 +...+1„ = (n-s-1) tn + d, 1 < d < n-s-1 
and there exist positive integers y u yz,---, X n-i such that 
St„= r i ( t n - t l ) + y2( tn- t2)+ . . .+ y n - l C W l ) -
The following result is given by Wayland [47], and the proof can be found 
in Vojislav [46]. 
Corollary 23 [47]. Any finite nonempty set of non-negative integers, except {0}, 
may be the union of the score sets of some bipartite tournament. 
Definition 2.12. A k-partite tournament is a complete oriented k-partite graph. 
Thus, the vertex set of a k-partite tournament T(V|, V2, ..., Vk) is partitioned into 
k disjoint nonempty sets Vj, V2, ..., V ,^ known as the parts, such that two vertices 
are joined by an arc if and only if they lie in different parts. For k = 3, we get a 3-
partite tournament. The score of a vertex v^^ in a k-partite tournament is the 
outdegree of v,^ , and is denoted by j , . , or simply by J„. Let T(V|, V2, ..., VK) be a 
k-partite tournament with Vj = {v,,,v,2,...,v,„ }, I < i < k and let s,^,s,^,...,s,„ be the 
respective scores of v,,,v,2,...,v,„ . Then, the sequences Sj = [ J,i'-s^ ,2 .-.i'm, ], 1 f^  i < k, 
in non-decreasing order are called the score sequences of T(V|, V2,..., V^). 
The following result, due to Moon, is the multipartite version of Theorem 
2.2 and is discussed in his monograph [30]. 
Theorem 2.13 [30]. Let ni, n2, ..., n^  be k positive integers. The k non-decreasing 
sequences of integers S; = [s,^,s,-^,...,s^„], 1 < i < k, form the score sequences of 
some k-partite tournament of order n = ni + n2 + ...+ Uk if and only if 
* w, k-\ k 
(»1 y»l /=l y=)+l 
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for all sets of k integers mj satisfying 0 < mj < nj, with equality holding when m, 
= n, for all i, 1 < i < k. 
Definition 2.13. The set S of distinct scores of the vertices of a k-partite 
tournament T(Vi, V2,.... VO is called its score set. 
The following results for score sets in 3-partite tournaments and k-partite 
tournaments are due to Pirzada and Naikoo [36]. 
Theorem 2.14 [36]. Let Si, S2,..., Sn be non-negative integers with S2 S3...Sn > 0. 
Then, there exists a 3-partite tournament with score set 'S' = <5,,^5,,...,^5 I, 
except for n = 1, Sj = 0, and n = 2, S| = 0, S2 = 1. 
Theorem 2.15 [36). Let S\, S2,..., Sn be non-negative integers with S2 S3...Sn > 0. 
Then for every n > k > 2, there exists a k-partite tournament with score set 
2 
•5=i^..Z^"-'Z^' 
/-I /-I 
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Chapter 3 
On scores in oriented graphs 
In this chapter, we report Avery's [4] concept of score structure of oriented 
graphs. We give two new proofs of the Theorem due to Avery [4] on oriented 
graph scores, and also obtain some stronger inequalities. We present the 
characterizations of irreducible, self-converse and simple score sequences of 
oriented graphs. Finally, the characterizations of score sequences in oriented 
bipartite and oriented k-partite graphs are reported. 
Definition 3.1. An oriented graph is a digraph with no symmetric pairs of directed 
arcs and without loops. Let D be an oriented graph with vertex set V = {v,, V2,..., 
v„}, and let </*and d~ be respectively the outdegree and indegree of Vj. Avery [4] 
defined a, (or simply aO = n-l+d*-d^ as the score of Vj. Clearly, 0 < a, < 2n-2. 
The sequence A = [ai, a2,..., an] in non-decreasing order is called the score 
sequence of D. 
For any two vertices u and v in an oriented graph D, we have one of the 
following possibilities. 
(i) An arc directed from u to v, denoted by u(l-0)v. 
(ii) An arc directed from v to u, denoted by u(0-l)v. 
(iii) There is no arc from u to v and there is no arc from v to u, and is 
denoted by u(0-0)v. 
If d' is the number of those vertices u in D which have v(0-0)u, then 
d*-^d^ + dl= n-1. Therefore, av= 2d* + dl. This implies that each vertex u with 
v(l-0)u contributes two to the score of v, and each vertex u with v(0-0)u 
contributes one to the score of v. Since the number of arcs and non-arcs in an 
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oriented graph of order n is ^n , and each v(0-0)u contributes two (one each at u 
and v) to scores, therefore the sum total of all the scores is 2 ^ . One of the 
interpretations of an oriented graph is the result of a round-robin competition in 
which the participants play each other once, with an arc from u to v if and only if u 
defeats v. A player gets two points for each win, and one point for each tie (draw). 
With this scoring system, player v obtains a total of av points. 
Definition 3.2. An oriented triple in an oriented graph is an induced oriented 
subgraph with three vertices. For any three vertices u, v and w, the oriented triples 
of the form u(l-O)v(l-O)w(l-0)u, or u(l-0)v(l-O)w(0-0)u are said to be 
intransitive, while as the oriented triples of the form u(l-0)v(l-0)w(0-l)u, or 
u(l-0)v(0-l)w(0-0)u, or u(l-0)v(0-0)w(0-l)u, or u(l-0)v(0-0)w(0-0)u, or u(0-
0)v(0 -0)w(0-0)u are said to be transitive. An oriented graph is said to be 
transitive if all its oriented triples are transitive. 
The following result, due to Avery [4], characterizes score sequences in 
oriented graphs. 
Theorem 3.1 (4). A sequence A = [a,]' of non-negative integers in non-
decreasing order is the score sequence of some oriented graph if and only if for 
each subset I c [n]= {1, 2,...,n}, 
•«' \ ^ J 
(3.1.1) 
with equality when 111 = n. 
Since aj < a2 < ... < an, the inequalities (3.1.1) are equivalent to 
f^a,>2rX f o r l < k < n (3.1.2) 
with equality when k = n. 
Now, we give two new proofs of the sufficiency part of Theorem 3.1. First 
proof is by contradiction and second is the directed proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Necessity . Let [a,]" be a score sequence of some oriented 
grnph D. Let W be the oriented subgraph induced by any k vertices Wi, W2,..., w^ 
of D. Let a denote the number of arcs of D that start in W and end outside of W, 
and let P denote the number of arcs of D that start outside of W and end in W. 
Clearly, p ^ k(n-k). 
Thus, t«w, = E ( " - l + ^ ^(^')-^o(>^.)) 
(-1 i - l 
= nk-k + j^d;,iw,)-f^d-^iw,) 
= nk-k + 
k 
I-l 
Z^;(w,)+/? 
1-1 
= nk-k + (number of arcs of W) + a- (number of arcs of W)-P 
= nk-k + a-p (3.1.3) 
^ nk-k-p > nk-k-(k (n-k)) = k (k-1). 
Applying this result to the k vertices of scores ai, a2,..., a^  yields the desired 
inequality. If k = n, then a = P = 0, and the required equality follows from (3.1.3). 
First proof of Sufficiency. Let n denote the least integer so that there is a non-
decreasing sequence of non-negative integers satisfying conditions (3.1.2) that is 
not a score sequence of any oriented graph. Among all such sequences of length n, 
pick one, denoted A = [o,]", in which the smallest term ai is as small as possible. 
We consider two cases, (a) equality in (3.1.2) holds for some k < n, and (b) 
each inequality in (3.1.2) is strict for all k < n. 
Case(a). Assimie k (k < n) is the smallest such that 
ia,=k{k-\). 
1=1 
Clearly, the sequence [ai, aa,..., ak] satisfies conditions (3.1.2), and is a sequence 
of length less than n. Therefore, by the given assumption [ai, a2,..., a^ ] is a score 
sequence of some oriented graph, say Di. 
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Now, 2](««--2*)=Z^'"Z^'-2M 
,-1 i'i '=1 
> (p + k) (p + k-l)-k(k-l) -2pk = p(p-l), 
for each p, 1 < p ^ n-k, with equality when p = n-k. Since p < n, the minimahty 
of n implies that, the sequence [ak+i-2k, ak+2-2k,..., an-2k] is the score sequence 
of some oriented graph D2. The oriented graph D of order n consisting of disjoint 
copies of Di and D2, such that each vertex of D2 dominates every vertex of D| has 
score sequence A = [a J", a contradiction. 
Case (b). Assume that each inequality in conditions (3.1.2) is strict for all k < n. 
Clearly, ai > 0. Consider the sequence A' = [a/]", where 
a'=< 
a, - 1 , / = 1, 
a, + 1 , /• = rt, 
o,, otherwise. 
Then, Ea,' = Z ^ , -1 > *(* -1)-1 > k{k -1), for all k, 1 < k < n. 
Also, 5;«:= S a . - l + l = «("-l)l 
(-1 \ (-1 / 
Thus, the sequence A' =[fl'irsatisfies conditions (3.1.2) and therefore is a score 
sequence of some oriented graph D. Let u and v, respectively denote the vertices 
with score a\ =fl, -1 and a'„=a„+l. If in D either v(l-0)u, or v(0-0)u, then 
transforming them respectively to v(0-0)u, or u(l-0)v, we get an oriented graph 
with score sequence A, a contradiction. 
Now, let u(l-0)v. We claim that there exists at least one vertex w so that 
the oriented triple formed by the vertices u, v and w is intransitive, that is, of the 
form u(l-0)v(l-0)w(l-0)u, or u(l-0)v(l-0)w(O-0)u, or u(l-0)v(0-0)w(l-0)u. 
Assume to the contrary that for every vertex w € V-{u, v}, the oriented triple 
formed by the vertices u, v and w are transitive, that is of the form u(l-0)v(l-
0)w(0-l)u, or u(l-0)v(0-l)w(I-0)u, or u(l-O)v(()-l)w(0-l)u, or u(l-0)v(a-
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0)w(0-l)u, or u(l-0)v(0-l)w(0-0)u, or u(l-0)v(0-0)w(0-0)u. Then, in all such 
cases, dl > (i* and i/; < </;. This shows that au > ay, which is a contradiction to the 
fact that ay > a„. This proves the claim. 
Hence, transforming the intransitive oriented triples respectively to u(I-
0)v(0-0)w(0-0)u, or u(l-0)v(0-0)w(0-l)u, or u(l-0)v((>-l)w(0-0)v, we obtain an 
oriented graph with score sequence A. This contradicts the assumption. • 
For the second proof of sufficiency, we first require the followings results. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A = [a,]" be a sequence of non-negative integers with ai < a2 
<...< ak = ak+i =...= ai(+m-i < ak+m< ak+m+i < ...< a„ and let A' = [a,']" with 
o.-
a, - 1 , for i = k, 
a, +1, for i = k + m -1, 
a,, otherwise. 
Then, A is a score sequence of some oriented graph if and only if A' is a score 
sequence of an oriented graph. 
Proof. Clearly, k^ land m ^ 2 so that either k + m-1 = n, or ak = ak+i = ...= ak+mi 
< ak+m. For 1 ^ i < n, let A' =[a',]" where 
a,-\, i = k, 
a- =• a, +1, i = k + m-l , 
a i, otherwise. 
Obviously, a[^a'2^...^a'„. 
Let A' be the score sequence of some oriented graph D' of order n in which 
vertex v\ has score aj, 1< i ^ n. Then, a'k+n,., = a'k+2. If either v'k+m.|(l-0)v'k, or 
v'k+m-i(0-0)v'k then making respectively, the transformation v'k-frt,-i(0-0)v'k, or v'k 
(1 - 0)v'k*n,-i, gives an oriented graph or order n with score sequence A. 
If v'^  (l -0)v^^^_,, claim that there exists at least one vertex v\ in V'-
{^ i.^ i+zn-i} such that the oriented triple formed byv'^, v'^ ^ .^,, and v\ is intransitive 
and of the form 
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v'v (1 - 0)v;,„.., (1 - 0)v;(1 - 0)v; or v, (l - O) v',,„., (l - 0)v; (O -OX, or 
v;(i-oK.n.-.(o-o)v;(i-oK. 
These can be transformed respectively to 
v;(l-OK.„., (0-0) v'.(0-OK.or v;(l-0),vU„.,(0-0)v'.(0-lK or 
vUi-oK_, (0-1) v'.(o-oK, 
and we obtain an oriented graph of order n with score sequence A. 
To verify the claim, assume that for every vertex V-{v|,,v|j^^.,} the 
oriented triple formed by vj(,v'n^_, and v- is transitive, and is of the form 
v;a-0)vU„.,(l-0)v'.(0-lK or v;(l-OK_,(0-l)v;(l-OK, or 
< (1 - o)vU„., (0 - i)v'. (0 - i)v;, or v; (1 - o)v;_, (o - o)v; (o - i)v;. or 
v; (1 - o)v;,„., (0 - i)v; (o - O K , or v; (i - o)v;,„., (o - o)v; (o - o)v;. 
In all these cases, we observe that d*. >d*. and d'. <d'. and therefore 
o'k*m.\ < (^'k' which is a contradiction. 
Now, let A be the score sequence of some oriented graph D of order n in 
which vertex Vj has score aj, 1 ^ i ^ n. We have, ak+m-i = k^- If either Vk(l-0)V|t+n,.|, 
or Vk(0-0)Vk+m-i, then making respectively, the transformation Vk(0-0)V|,+m.i, or 
Vk(0-l)vk+m.i, gives an oriented graph of order n with score sequence A. If 
Vk+m-i(l-0)Vk, we claim that there exists at least one vertex Vj e V-{Vk+m.i, Vi,} 
such that the oriented triple formed by the vertices Vk+mi, v^  and Vj is intransitive, 
and of the form Vk.„,.,(l-0)Vk(l-0)Vj (l-0)vk.„,.,, or Vk.„,.,(l-0)Vk(l-0)Vj((M))Vk.,. 
I. or Vk+m-i(l-0)Vk(0-0)Vj(l-0)vv+n,-i- These can be transformed respectively to 
Vk.m.i (l-0)Vk(0-0)Vj(0-0)Vk.^.,, or Vk.„,.,(l-0)Vk(0-0)Vj(0-l)Vk.^.,,or Vk.^.,(l-
0)vi,(0-l)Vj(0-0)Vk+n,.i, and we obtain an oriented graph of order n with score 
sequence A'. 
If this is not true, then assume for every vertex Vj e V-{vi^ +n,-i, v^}, the 
oriented triple formed by Vk+n,.i, v^  and Vj is transitive and of the form Vk+m.,(l-
0)Vk(l-0)Vj(0-I)Vk.^.,, or Vk.„,.,(l-O)Vk(0-l)Vj(l-0K.^.,, or Vk^^.,(l-0)Vk(0-
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a =< 
l)Vj(0-l)vk.,„-i, or Vk.„,.,(l-OK(0-0)Vj(0-lK+n,-i, or Vk.„,.,(l-OK(0-l)Vj(0-
0)Vk+m.i, or Vk+n,.i(l-0)Vk(0-0)Vj(0-0)Vk+ni-i- Oncc again, in all these cases 
d* > d* and d^^ ^ ^ <d~^ and therefore ak+m-i > ak, which is a contradiction. 
Thus, A' is a score sequence if and only if A is a score sequence. • 
Lemma 3.2. Let A=[aX be a sequence of non-negative integers in non-
decreasing order with at least two odd terms a^  and a^ (say) with a^  < a^ , and let 
A' =[al]1 with 
-1, for i = k, 
+1, for i = m, 
, otherwise. 
Then, A is a score sequence if and only if A' is a score sequence. 
Proof. Let a^  be the lowest odd term, and a^ be the greatest odd term and let A' 
= [a;.a;,...,a;], where 
- 1 , for i = k, 
+1, for i = m, 
_, otherwise. * 
Clearly, a; ^o ; <...:$a;. 
Let A' be the score sequence of some oriented graph D' of order n in 
which vertex v| has score a-, 1 ^ i ^ n. Then, a^ > a^  + 2, with equality appearing 
when the two odd terms are same. Therefore, it follows by the argument used in 
Lemma 3.1, that A is the score sequence of some oriented graph D of order n in 
which vertex Vj has score aj, 1 < i < n. We have a^ > a^ . The equality appears when 
the two odd terms are same, and in this case A' is a score sequence of some 
oriented graph of order n, again by Lemma 3.1. If a^ > a^ , then a^ > a^  + 2, since 
am = aic +1 implies that one of at or am is even, which contradicts the choice of a^  
and a^. Thus, by using again the argument as in Lemma 3.1, it follows that A' is a 
score sequence of some oriented graph of order n. • 
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Lemma 3.3. (a) Let A and A' be given as in Lemma 3.L Then, A satisfies (3.L2) 
if and only if A' satisfies (3.L2). 
(b) Let A and A' be given as in Lemma 3.2. Then, A satisfies (3.L2) if and only if 
A' satisfies (3.1.2). 
Proof, (a) If A satisfies (3.1.2), then 
t<-
ta„ j<k-l 
Y,a,+{a,-l)+f^a„ k<J<k + m-2, 
i-l i-k*i 
k k+m-2 I 
If j ^ k-1 and j > k + m-1, then ^a', >j(j -1) 
J 
If k ^ j ^ k + m-2, claim ^ a , > j{j - l),for k < j < k + m-2. Assume to the 
I 
contrary, that for some j , k ^  j < k + m - 2, ^ o , < y(/ -1) 
For (3.1.2), we have l,a,> j(j -1) 
Combining the two, we get 2]^, = Jij ~ •) 
Therefore, again by (3.1.2), we have 
aj+i + j(j-l) = Vi + i ^ i = S^i ^ J0 + 0 
i-l i-l 
=ja-i+2)=j(j-i)+2j. 
That is, aj+i > 2j. 
Also, aj = aj+i implies that aj > 2j. 
y-i 
Thus, ^fl , = X ^ . + ^ y ^ 0 - l ) 0 - 2 ) + 2 y = j a - l ) -2a - l ) + 2j. 
i'\ ;=1 
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Therefore, 2^3^ ^ jO - 0+ 2 > j(j -1), contradicting the assumption. 
Hence, ^a,>jij-l\ fork<j <k + m - 2 . (3.1.3) 
i > i 
Thus when k < j ^ k + m-2, using (3.1.3), we obtain 
;^a;=t«,-i>yO-i)-i^yO-i) 
1-1 i-l 
Therefore in all cases A' satisfies (3.1.2). Now, if A' satisfies (3.1.2), it can 
be easily seen that A also satisfies (3.1.2). 
Proof of (b) follows similarly. • 
Second proof of Sufficiency. Let the sequence >4 = [a,]" of non-negative integers 
in non-decreasing order satisfy (3.1.2). Clearly, the sequence A = [0, 2, 4,..., 2n-
2] satisfies (3.1.2), since it is the score sequence of the transitive tournament of 
order n. Now, if any sequence A ^ An satisfies (3.1.2), then ai > 0 and an <> 2n-2. 
We claim that A contains either (a) a repeated term, or (b) at least two odd terms, 
or both (a) and (b). To verify the claim, suppose that there is no repeated term. If 
at least one term is odd, then a parity argument shows that there are at least two 
odd terms. So, assume that all terms are even. So, ai > 0, a2 > ai, and a2 even imply 
that 32 > 2. And a2 > 2, aj > a2, and 33 even imply that 33 > 4. Inductively, ai > 2(i-
1), for all 1 < i < n. Thus, 
n{n-\)=±a^>2±{i-\)=n{n-l). 
i-i i-\ 
This implies that equality holds throughout. Thus, ai = 2(i-l), for all 1 < i < n, and 
A = An, a contradiction. Consequently, if there is no repeated term, then at least 
two terms are odd. 
We produce a new sequence A' from A which also satisfies (3.1.2), A' is 
closer to An than A, and A' is a score sequence if and only if A is a score 
sequence. When A contains a repeated term, reduce the first occurrence of that 
repeated term in A by one and increase the last occurrence of thst repeated term by 
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one to form A'. If A contains at least two odd terms, reduce the first odd term by 
one and increase the last odd term by one to form A'. The process is repeated until 
the sequence A„ is obtained. Let the total order on the non-negative integer 
sequences be defined by X = [xi, X2,..., x„] :< Y = [yi, y2,. ••, Xn] if either X = Y, or 
Xi < y\ for some i, 1 ^ i ^ n, and xj+i = yi+i,.-, Xn = yn- Clearly, :< is reflexive, 
antisymmetric and satisfies comparability. We write X^ Y, if X-( Y but X ^ Y. 
For any sequence A # An, satisfying (3.1.2), A -< An, where An = [0, 2, 4,..., 2n-
2], the score sequence of a transitive tournament of order n. Thus, we have shown 
that for any sequence A' satisfying (3.1.2), we can form another sequence A' 
satisfying (3.1.2) (By Lemma 3.3) such that A ^ A', and A is a score sequence if 
and only if A' is a score sequence (By Lemma 3.1 and 3.2). Therefore, by the 
repeated application of this transformation, starting from the original sequence 
satisfying (3.1.2), we reach An. Hence, A is a score sequence. • 
Now, we obtain the following stronger inequalities for oriented graph 
scores. 
Theorem 3.2. A sequence /4 = [a,]" of non-negative integers in non-decreasing 
order is a score sequence of an oriented graph if and only if for every subset I c 
[n]={l,2,. . . ,n}, 
with equality when |I| = n. 
Proof. Sufficiency. Let the sequence /4 = [o, ]" of non-negative integers satisfy 
(3.2.1). 
I'I r i i h 
Now, for any I c [n ] , X 0 - O ^ Z ( i - O = • 
Za/>X(i-l)+ 
i d i€l 
(3.2.1) 
Therefore, inequalities (3.2.1) give 
I-.^  
lel 
mm 
= 2 
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This shows that inequalities (3.2.1) imply the inequalities (3.1.1). Thus, A is a 
score sequence. 
Necessity. Assume ^ = [a^  ]" is a score sequence of some oriented graph. 
For any subset I c [n], define 
f(I)=Ia<-I(i-l)-f''' (3.2.2) 
iel iel \ ^ , 
Consider all subsets that minimize the function f. Among all such subsets that 
minimize the function f, choose one, say I, of smallest cardinality. Claim I = {i: 1 
^ i < |I|}. If not, then there exists i i I and j € I such that j = i + 1. Then, a; < aj. 
'in ForJ€l,wehavef(I)=2;a,-S(t-l)- ^ 
icl I d V ^ 
= Za.+a^ 
111 
> 
I(t-i)+0-i) 
I d 
•|/i+r 
Therefore, f(I)-f(I -{j}) = aj -0 + |I|-2). 
Since, f(I)-f(I-{j}) < 0, therefore aj -(j + |I|-2) < 0. 
So.f(Iu{i}H(I) = ai-(i-lHI|-
As f(I u {i})-f(I) > 0, therefore aj -(i-l)-|I| > 0. 
Thus, aj < j + |I|-2, and Ej > i + |I|-1. 
Therefore, i + |I|-1 < ai < aj < j + |I|-2, and this gives i + |I1-1 < i + |I|-1, since j = I 
+ 1. This is a contradiction, and the claim is proved. 
Hence. « , ) = S , - i ( , - , ) - f ' " l = £ . - f l ' l l -
1=1 /• I 
> 2 f\n^ j\i\ 
V 2 y 
- 2 = 0, by using (3.1.1). 
This proves the necessity. 
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We note the equality can occur often in (3.2.1). For example, in the 
transitive tournament of order n with score sequence [0, 2, 4,..., 2n-2], and in 
regular tournaments of order 2m + 1 with score sequence [2m, 2m,..., 2m]. We 
further observe that Theorem 3.2 is best possible, since for any real e > 0, the 
inequality 
let 16/ \ •^  / 
fails for some I and some oriented graphs (for example regular oriented graphs). 
We see that Theorem 3.2 gives a lower bound for ^a^. The next result 
/ € / 
gives an upper bound for ^ a , equivalent to lower bound for ^ a , in Theorem 
3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. A sequence ^ = [a,]r of non-negative integers in non-decreasing 
order is a score sequence of some oriented graph if and only if for any subset I c 
[n]={1.2....,n} 
X o , ^ I ( / - l ) + ^ | / | ( 2 / 7 - | / | - l ) , 
1*1 1*1 ^ 
with equality for |I| = n. 
Proof. Let I c [n] = {1, 2,..., n}. Let J = [n]-I. Therefore, A is a score sequence if 
and only if 
(ri\ 
1*1 I* J 
2:a,4-Xa,=2^ and2«,^Z( ' - lK 
v2y 
\J\\ 
ieJ itJ 
or, ifandonly if i".'-^:]-!". 
ifj \^J leJ 
< 2 r„\ ( 
v2; S('-i)-\i*j 
\J\\\ 
)) 
= 2 
^ le/ \ ^ ) 
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because 2 ; ( / - l )+5;( / - l ) = -^^^^,fl«c^ | /1 +1J |= J 
^ iet \ ^ J 
= ^ ( i i ) , " ( n - 0 (n- | I |Xn- | I | - l ) 
= Z0-O+^|/|(2"-i/|-i). 
as required. • 
Theorem 3.4. If A = [a,]" is a score sequence of an oriented graph, then for each i, 
i-1 < ai < n + i-2. 
Proof. Let I = {i} in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. Then, 
X /^ ^ Z (/ -1) + implies that aj > i-1, and 
iel iel V 2 y 
Z ^ ' - Z ( ' " 0+ -1 ^ I (2«- UI - 0 implies that aj < n + i-2. 
Combining, we get the required result. 
The following results are given by Avery [4]. 
Theorem 3.5 [4J. Let D| and D2 be two oriented graphs with the same score 
sequence. Then, D| can be transformed to D2 by successively transforming 
appropriate oriented triples in one of the following ways. Either (i) by changing a 
cyclic oriented triple (intransitive) u(l-0)v(l-0)w(l-0)u to a transitive oriented 
triple u(O-0)v(O-O)w(O- 0)u, which has the same scdirB'sequence, or vice versa, or 
(ii) by changing an intransitive oriented triple u(l-0)v(l-0)w(0-0)u to a transitive 
oriented triple u(0-0)v(0-0)w(0-l) u, which has the same ^coYe sequence, or vice 
versa. 
Theorem 3.6 [4J. Among all the oriented graphs with a given score sequence 
those with the fewest arcs are transitive. 
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The next result provides a useful recursive test of checking whether a given 
sequence of non-negative integers is the score sequence of an oriented graph. 
Theorem 3.7 (4). Suppose A is a sequence of n integers between 0 and 2n-2 
inclusive. Let A' be obtained from A by deleting the greatest entry 2n-2-r say, 
and reducing each of the greatest r remaining entries in A by 1. Then, A is a score 
sequence if and only if A' is a score sequence. 
Theorem 3.7 provides an algorithm for determining whether a given non-
decreasing sequence A of non-negative integers is a score sequence, and for 
constructing a corresponding oriented graph. At each stage we form A' according 
to Theorem 3.7, so that the scores of A' are also in non-decreasing order. If an = 
2n-2-r, this mans deleting an, and reducing the r greatest remaining entries by 1 
each to form A' =[a,',02>-.o^-i] while ensuring that this is also in non-decreasing 
order. Arcs of an oriented graph are defined by n(l-0)v if and only if a[. = a^. If 
this procedure is applied recursively, then (i) it tests whether A is a score 
sequence, and if A is a score sequence (ii) an oriented graph A(A) with score 
sequence A is constructed. 
A different algorithm for constructing oriented graphs is given by Pirzada 
[39]. 
The following results are due to Avery [4]. 
Theorem 3.8 [4]. The oriented graph A(A) is transitive for any score sequence A. 
Theorem 3.9 (4). There is no oriented graph with score sequence A which has 
fewer arcs than A(A). 
Definition 3.3. An oriented graph D is reducible if it is possible to partition its 
vertices into two nonempty sets Vi and V2 in such a way that every vertex of V2 is 
adjacent to all vertices of V|. Let D| and D2 be induced digraphs having vertex 
sets V| and V2 respectively. Then, D consists of Di and D2 and every vertex of D2 
is adjacent to all vertices of Di. We write D = [D|, D2]. If this is not possible, then 
the oriented graph D is irreducible. Let D,, D2,..., Dk be irreducible oriented 
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graphs with disjoint vertex sets. Now, D = [D|, D2,..., Di<] denotes the oriented 
graph having all arcs of Dj, 1 < i < k, and every vertex of Dj is adjacent to all 
vertices of Dj with 1 < i < j < k. Di, D2,..., D^ are called as irreducible components 
of D. Such a decomposition is known as irreducible component decomposition of 
D, which is unique. 
Definition 3.4. A score sequence A is said to be irreducible if all the oriented 
graphs D with score sequence A are irreducible. 
The following results are given by Pirzada [40]. 
Theorem 3.10 [40]. Let D be an oriented graph with score sequence v4 = [a,]". 
Then D is irreducible if and only if 
J^a, > k{k -1), for 1 < k < n-1 and J^a, = n{n -1). 
/ .I <=i 
Theorem 3.11 (40). Let D be an oriented graph with score sequence /4 = [fl,]". 
Suppose that 
^ f l , = p ( p - l ) , ^ f l , = 9(9-1) and X«, >*(*-!). f o r p + l < k < q - l , 
i-l /•! /- I 
where 0 < p < q < n. 
Then, the subdigraph induced by the vertices Vp+|, Vp+2,.-. v^  is an irreducible 
component of D with score sequence [ap+|-2p, ap+2-2p,..., aq-2p]. 
Definition 3.5. A score sequence is simple if it belongs to exactly one oriented 
graph. 
The following results for simple score sequences are due to Pirzada [40]. 
Theorem 3.12 [40]. The score sequence A of an oriented graph is simple if and 
only if every irreducible component of A is simple. 
Theorem 3.13 [40]. Let A be an irreducible score sequence. Then, A is simple if 
and only if it is one of [0], or [1, 1]. 
Corollary 3.1 [40J. The score sequence A of an oriented graph is simple if and 
only if every irreducible component of A is one of [0], or [1, 1]. 
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Dcflnition 3.6. The converse of D is an oriented graph D' obtained by reversing 
orientations of all arcs of D. Let A = [ai, a2,..., an] be the score sequence of D. 
Define A' = [2n-2-an, 2n-2-an.i,..., 2n-2-ai] as the score sequence of D'. An 
oriented graph D is said to be self-converse if D = D'. \ score sequence A is said 
to be self-converse if all the oriented graphs D having score sequence A are self-
converse. A score sequence which is both self-converse and simple will be called a 
self-converse simple sequence. 
The following result is given by Pirzada [38]. 
Theorem 3.14 [38]. A score sequence ^ = [a,]" is the score sequence of a self-
converse oriented graph if and only if 
ai + a„+|.i = 2n-2, for 1 < i < n. 
Let AI = [an, ai2,.--, a i j and A2 = [a2i, 322,..., a2n] be score sequences of 
orders m and n respectively. Define Ai + A2 = [an, ai2,..., ai^, 2m + a2i, 2m + 
322,..., 2m + a2n]. Clearly, Ai + A2 is a score sequence of order m + n. 
The next results can be found in [38]. 
Theorem 3.15 138). If A is a score sequence, then A + /l' is a self-converse score 
sequence. 
Theorem 3.16 (38]. Let A be a self-converse score sequence and B be any other 
score sequence. Then, B + A + fl' is a self-converse score sequence. 
Theorem 3.17 (38). If A is simple, then A +/1' is a self-converse simple score 
sequence. 
Theorem 3.18 [38]. Let A be a self-converse simple score sequence and B be any 
other simple score sequence. Then, B + A + fi' is a self-converse simple score 
sequence. 
Dcflnition 3.7. An oriented bipartite graph is the result of assigning a direction to 
each edge of a simple bipartite graph. Thus, it has no loops or parallel arcs. 
Suppose U = {ui, U2,..., Un,} and V = (v,, V2,..., Vn} be the parts of an oriented 
bipartite graph D(U, V). For any vertex x in D(U, V), let d* and d; be the 
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oiitdegree and indegree respectively of x. Define a„ (or simply a,) = n + d* -d~ 
and h^ (or simply bj) = m + d* -d~ as the scores of Uj in U and Vj in V 
respectively. Clearly, 0 < a„ < 2n and 0 < 6, < 2m. Then, the sequences A = [ai, 
a2,..., a j and B = [bi, hj,..., K] in non-decreasing order are called score 
sequences of D(U, V). 
An oriented bipartite graph can be interpreted as a result of a competition 
between two teams in which each player of one team competes against everyone 
of the other team with ties (draws) being allowed. A player receives two points for 
each win, and one point for each tie, and with this scoring system, players U| and Vj 
receive a total of a„ and 6, points. 
The following result, due to Pirzada et al. [37], provides a useful recursive 
test whether a pair of sequence is realizable. 
Theorem 3.19 (37). Suppose /l = [o,]" and B = p J " be two sequences of non-
negative integers in non-decreasing order. Let A' be obtained from A by deleting 
one entry a^ ,, and B' be obtained from B by reducing 2n-an, greatest entries of B 
by 1 each provided a^ > n and bn < 2m-l. Then, A and B are the score sequences 
of some oriented bipartite graph if and only if A' and B' (arranged in non-
decreasing order) are the score sequences of some oriented bipartite graph. 
The next result [37] gives a necessary and sufficient conditions for a pair of 
sequences to be the score sequences of some oriented bipartite graph. 
Theorem 3.20 [37]. Let /4 = [a,]j" and 5 = [6J" be two sequences of non-negative 
integers in non-decreasing order. Then, A and B are the score sequences of some 
oriented bipartite graph if and only if 
P V 
^ a, + ^ 6^  > Ipq, for \< p<m and \<q<n, 
,=1 ;=1 
with equality when p = m and q = n. 
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Dcnnition 3.8. An oriented k-partite graph is the result of assigning a direction to 
each edge of a simple k-partite graph. Therefore, it has no loops or parallel arcs. 
Let '^^  ={v,,,v,j,...,v,„}, 1 < i < k, be k parts of an oriented k-partite graph 
D(V,, V2,.-. Vk), and let dl and c?; , 1 < j < nj, be respectively the outdegree and 
m degree of a vertex Vy in Vi. Define a^ {or simply o,^ ) = ^ « , + dl^ - d~ as the 
score of Vij. Clearly, 0 < a, < 2^n^. Then, the sequences A, = [a,,,a,2,...,a,„ ], I < 
i < k, in non-decreasing order are called the score sequences of D(V|, V2,..., Vk). 
The following result, due to Pirzada and Merajuddin [34], provides a useful 
recursive test whether or not k sequences of non-negative integers form the score 
sequences of some oriented k-partite graph. 
k 
Theorem 3.21 {341. Let^, =K,fl,2v,fl,„,], 1 < i < k, 0<a,^<2Y^n^M k 
r-l 
r*i 
sequences of non-negative integers in non-decreasing order. Let A\ be obtained 
from A| by deleting one entry a^„., and A[,AI,...,A\ be obtained by reducing 
k k 
2^n,-a i„ largest entries of A2, A3,..., A^  by 1 each provided o,,, >^/j^and 
/••2 r.l 
i 
""•, - ^^"r- Then, Aj are the score sequences of some oriented k-partite graph if 
and only if A' (arranged in non-decreasing order) are the score sequences of some 
oriented k-partite graph. 
The next result [34] gives an existence criterion for determining whether k 
sequences of non-negative integers are realizable as scores. 
Theorem 3.22 [34]. Let^^ =[a„,a,2,...,a,„ ] , 1 < i < k, be k sequences of non-
negative integers in non-decreasing order. Then, Ai are the score sequences of 
some oriented k-partite graph if and only if 
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* " > , * - l * 
1=1 7=1 /=l 7=1+1 
for all sequences of k integers m; satisfying 0 < m; < nj, with equality when nij =^ n, 
for all i. 
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Chapter 4 
On 2-score$ in 2-digraphs 
In this chapter, we extend the concept of scores to 2-digraphs and obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a sequence of non-negative integers in non-
decreasing order to be a score sequence of some 2-digraph. 
Definition 4.1. A 2-digraph is an orientation of a multi-graph that is without loops 
and contains at most 2 edges between any pair of distinct vertices. So 1 -digraph is 
an oriented graph, and complete 1-digraph is a tournament. Let D be a 2-digraph 
with vertex set V = {V|, V2, ..., Vn}, and let d* and d^ denote the outdegree and 
indegree, respectively, of Vj. Define p,. (or simply pi) = 2/? - 2 + d* - dl, the mark 
(or 2-score) of Vj, so that 0 </?, < 4n-4. The sequence P = [pi, p2, ..., Pn] in non-
decreasing order is the mark sequence (or 2-score sequence) of D. 
A 2-digraph can be interpreted as the result of a competition in which the 
participants play each other at most twice, with an arc from vertex u to vertex v if 
and only if u defeats v. A player receives two points for each win, and one point 
for each tie (draw), that is the case in which the two players do not play one 
another or the competition between two players yields no result. With this marking 
system, player v obtains a total of Pv points. A sequence P of non-negative integers 
in non-decreasing order is said to be realizable if there exists a 2-digraph with 
mark sequence P. 
We have one of the following six possibilities between any two vertices u 
and V in a 2-digraph. 
(i) Exactly two arcs directed fi-om u to v, and no arc directed from v to u, and 
this is denoted by u(2-0)v, see Figure 4.1(a). 
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(ii) Exactly two arcs directed from v to u, and no arc directed from u to v, and 
this is denoted by u(0-2)v, see Figure 4.1(b). 
(iii) Exactly one arc from u to v, and exactly one arc from v to u, and this is 
denoted by u(l-l)v, see Figure 4.1(c). 
(iv) Exactly one arc from u to v, and no arc from v to u, and this is denoted by 
u(l-0)v, see Figure 4.1(d). 
(v) Exactly one arc from v to u, and no arc from u to v, and this is denoted by 
u(0-I)v, see Figure 4.1(e). 
(vi) No arc from u to v, and no arc from v to u, and this is denoted by u(0-0)v, 
see Figure 4.1(f). 
uo -yov uo; —Qv uq -•Ov 
(a) (b) (c) 
uO •Ov uQi Ov uO Ov 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 4.1 
Figure 4.2 shows a 2-digraph with mark sequence [4, 5,6,9]. 
0/ 
Figure 4.2 
With the marking system, the mark p, of a vertex v, in a tournament is 
given by p^' = 2s, +n-l, and Landau's conditions (2.2.1) become 
Y,P.^k{n + k-2), for l< k<n, 
with equality for k = n. 
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Once again, with the marking system, the mark p,. of a vertex Vj in an 
oriented graph is given by p^ = a, + n - 1 , and Avery's conditions (3.1.2) become 
k 
Y,Pi^k{n + k-2), f o r l < k < n , 
f-i 
with equality for k = n. 
Definition 4.2. A 2-digraph D is said to be complete if there are exactly two arcs 
between every pair of vertices of D. If in a 2-digraph D there are exactly two arcs, 
which are parallel, between every pair of vertices of D, then D is called a double 
tournament. A double tournament can be treated as a tournament whose arcs have 
been duplicated. A triple in a 2-digraph is an induced 2-subdigraph with three 
vertices, and is of the form u(x, -x^My, -y2)w(z, -23)0, where for 1 < i < 2, 
2 2 2 
0 < Xi, yj, Zi ^ 2 and 0 < ^or,, ^>', , ]^z, < 2. In a 2-digraph, an oriented triple is 
/-I i-i /-I 
an induced subdigraph with three vertices. An oriented triple is said to be 
transitive if it is of the form u(l-0)v(l-0) w(0-l)u, or u(l-0)v(0-l)w(0-0)u, 
u(l-0)v(0-0)w(0-l)u, or u(l-0)v(0-0) w(0- 0)u, or u(0-0)v(0-0)w(0-0)u, 
otherwise it is intransitive. A 2-digraph is said to be transitive if every of its 
oriented triples is transitive. In particular, a triple C in a 2-digraph is transitive if 
every oriented triple of C is transitive. 
The following result can be easily established, and is analogues to Theorem 
3.5. 
Lemma 4.1. If Dj and D2 are two 2-digraphs with the same mark sequence. Then, 
D| can be transformed to D2 by successively transforming (i) appropriate oriented 
triples in one of the following ways, 
either (a) by changing the intransitive oriented triple u(l-0)v(l-0)w(l-0)u 
to a transitive oriented triple u(0-0)v(0-0)w(0-0)u, which has the same mark 
sequence, or vice versa, 
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or (b) by changing an intransitive oriented triple u(l-0)v(l-0)w(0-0)u to a 
transitive oriented triple u(0-0)v(0-0)w(0-l)u, which has the same mark 
sequence, or vice versa. 
or (ii) by changing a double u(l-l)v to a double u(0-0)v which has the 
same mark sequence, or vice versa. 
We note here that in a transitive tournament T, all its triples are of the form 
u(l-0)v(l-0)w(0-l)u, for all vertices u, v and w in T. Similarly in a transitive 
oriented graph, all the triples are of the form u(l-0)v(l-0)w(O-l)u, u(l-0)v(0-
l)w(0-0)u, u(l-0)v(0-0)w(0-l)u, u(l-0)v(0-0)w(0- 0)u, u(0-0)v(0-0)w(0-0)u. 
Clearly, in the transitive double tournament D, we have u(2-0)v(2-0)w(0-2)u for 
all vertices u, v and w in D. 
The following observation is immediate. 
Lemma 4.2. Among all 2-digraphs with a given mark sequence those with the 
fewest arcs are transitive. 
Now, we obtain the following results. 
Theorem 4.1. Let /* = [/?,]" be a sequence of non-negative integers with pi < p2 
<-..<Pk = Pk+i=...= Pk*ni-i<Pk*m<Pk-m+i<..-<Pnandlet P' =[p'X with 
A = 
Then, P is a mark sequence if and only if P' is a mark sequence. 
Proof. Clearly k > 1 and m > 2, and that either k + m-1 = n, or p^ = p^ +i = ...= 
Pk+m-i < Pk+m. As P' is defined as (for 1 < i < n), 
'p,-\, for i = k, 
P',~ ] A +1. /or i = k + m -1, 
p,, otherwise. 
P.-I 
p.+l 
.p.' 
for i = k. 
for i = k + m - 1 , 
otherwise. 
clearly, p[ < p'^ ^•..<p'„. 
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Let /' be a mark sequence of some 2-digraph D' with n vertices in which 
vertex v; has mark p,', l< i < n. We denote v;,„., by v;. Then, p]= p\+2. If in 
D', v;(2-0)v;, or v;(l-l)v;, or v;(l-0)v;, or v;(0-l)v;, or v;(0-0)v;, then 
transforming these respectively to v;(l-0)v;, or v;(0-l)v;, or v;(0-0)v;, or 
v' (0-2) v\, or v^  (0-1) v ,^ we obtain a 2-digraph D with mark sequence P. 
Ifv'(0- 2)v'^ , claim that there exists at least one vertex W in W' =V' 
- {v' , v'^ } such that the triple C formed by the v'^ , v'j and w contains at least one 
intransitive oriented triple of the form v'k(l-0)v'j(l-0)w'(l-0)v^, or v;(l-0) 
V^(1-0)M''(0-0)V;, or v'^(l-0)v'.(0-0)w'(l-0)v;, which can be transformed 
respectively to v', (0 - 0)v'j (1 - 0)w'(0 - 0)v; or v', (0 - 0)v; (0 - 0)w'(0 -1)v;, or v; (0 -
0)v' (0 - 1)M''(0 - 0)v\ with marks remaining unchanged. 
Assume that this is not true, so that for every vertex w' eW', the triple C 
formed by v'^ , Vj and w' contains only transitive oriented triples of the form 
(o-i)w'(i-o)v;, 
(o-o)w'(o-i)v;, 
(0-0)w'(0-0)v;. 
(i) v;(i-o)v;(i-o)w'(o-i)v;, (ii) v;(i-o)v; 
(iii) v;(i-0)v;(o-i)w'(o-i)v;, (iv) v;(i-o)v; 
(v) v;(i-o)v;(o-i)w'(o-o)v;, (vi) v;(i-o)v; 
If at least one among (i)-(vi) appears in C, then clearly p • < p'^ , since 
number of arcs directed away from v'^  is less than those directed away from v'^ , 
and number of arcs directed towards v'. is greater than those directed towards v'^ . 
So, we get a contradiction. 
If (i) appears for every vertex w' in W, so that triple C formed by v'^ , v'. and 
w'is of the form v;(2-0)v;(2-0)w'(0-l)v; , then 
p] =2n-2 + ci:.-d;. =2n-2 + 2in-2)-2 = 4n - 8, 
and p't =2«-2 + <. -d: =2n-2 + 2{n-2) = 3 n - 2 . 
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Tlierefore, p • = p^  + n - 6. 
For each n ?t 8, clearly p'^  ?t p'^  + 2, a contradiction. If n = 8, p'j = p'^  + 2, but 
then for any w', v;(2-0)Vj(2-0)w'(0-l)v; can be transformed to v;(l-0)v; 
(1 - 0)^X0 - 2)v[, and the marks remaining unchanged. 
If (ii) appears for every vertex w' in ^ ' , so that the triple C formed is of the 
form vU2-0)v'.(l-0)w'(2-0K, then P j=n -2 and p^  =4. Thus, p'j=p[ + 
n-6. For each n, n ;t 8, clearly p'j ?*p'^  + 2, a contradiction. For n = 8, 
p'. = p'k + 2, but then for some w', v; (2 - 0)v'j (0 - l)w'(2 - 0)v; can be transformed 
to v'^  (1 - 0)v'j(0 - 2)w'(l - 0)v'|,, with marks remaining unchanged. 
Hence in all cases, we obtain v'^  (1 - 0)v'., and marks remaining unchanged. 
Then, transforming v'^(l-0)Vj to vi(2-0)v'., we get a 2-digraph D with mark 
sequence P. 
Conversely, let P be a mark sequence of some 2-digraph D with n vertices in 
which vertex v; has mark pj , 1 < i < n. Then pj = p^. We denote y\^^m-\ by Vj. If in 
D, either Vj(0-2)Vk, or Vj(l-l)Vk , or Vj(l.-0)Vk , or Vj(0-0)V|t , then transforming 
these respectively to Vj(0-l)V|,, or Vj(l-0)Vk, or Vj(2-0)Vk, or Vj(l-l)V|,, or Vj(l-
0)vii, we get a 2-digraph with mark sequence P'. 
If Vj(2-0)v,j, we claim that there exists at least one vertex w in W = V-{Vj, 
V|,} such that the triple C formed by the vertices Vj, v^  and w contains at least one 
intransitive oriented triple of the form Vj(l-0)Vk(l-0)w(l-0)Vj, Vj(l-0)Vk(l-
0)w(0-0)Vj, or Vj(I-0)vk(0-0)w(l-0)Vj, which can be transformed respectively to 
Vj(0-0)Vk(0-0)w(0-0)Vj, Vj(0-0)Vk(0-0)w(0-l)Vj, or Vj (0-0)Vk(0-I)w(0-0)vj with 
the marks remaining same. 
Assume that this is not true, so that for every vertex w e W, the triple C 
formed by Vj, \y and w contains only transitive oriented triples of the form (i) Vj(l-
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0)Vk (l-0)w(0-l)Vj, (ii) Vj(l-OK(0-l)w(l-0)Vj, (iii) Vj(l-OK(0-l)w(0-l)Vj, (iv) 
Vj(l-0)Vk(0-l)w(0-0)vj, (V) Vj(l-OK(0-0)w(0-l)Vj, (vi) Vj(l-0K(0-0)w(0-0)Vj. 
If at least one among (i) - (vi) appear in C, then clearly pj > p^, since in each 
case the number of arcs directed away from Vj is those directed away from v ,^ and 
the number of arcs directed towards Vj is less than those directed towards v^  
Therefore, we get a contradiction. 
If (i) appears for every vertex w in W so that C is of the form Vj(2-0)Vk(2-0) 
w(0-l)Vj, then 
Pj = 2n-2+ d* - d; = 2n-2 + 2 + n - 2 = 3n-2 
and pk = 2 n-2 + <: - d; =2n-2 + 2(n-2)-2 = 4n-8. 
For every n 9^  6, Pj ^ Pk, again a contradiction. If n = 6, we have pj = p^. But then 
for any w, Vj(2-0)Vk(2-0)w(0-l)Vj can be transformed to Vj(l-0)Vk(l-0)w(0-2)Vj 
with the marks remaining unchanged. 
If (ii) appears for every vertex w in W so that C is of the form Vj(2-0)vk(0-
l)w(2-0)Vj, then 
Pj = 2 n-2 + 2-2(n-2) = 4, and PK = 2n-2-2-(n-2) = n-2. 
Clearly, for every n 9^  6, Pj ;^  p^, and we get a contradiction. For n = 6, we get pj = 
Pit But then for any w, Vj(2-0)Vk(0-l)w(2-0)Vj can be transformed to Vj(l-0)Vk(0-
2)w( 1 -0)Vj with the marks unchanged. 
Thus in all cases we have v\ (0 -1) v'^ , and transforming it to v'^  (0 - 2) v',,, we 
obtain a 2-digraph D with mark sequence P. • 
Theorem 4.2. Let P = [p,Y\ be a sequence of non-negative integers in non-
decreasing order with at least two terms p, and Pr such that 1 < pr-P( < 3 and let 
/ ' '= [Air with 
P. = 
P.-I 
p,+l 
A. 
for i = t, 
for \ = r. 
otherwise. 
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1 hen, P is a mark sequence if and only if P' is a mark sequence. 
Proof. Let the sequence P contain at least two terms p, and pr such that 1 < pr-p, < 
3. where without loss of generality, we may assume that p,.| < p, and Pr < Pr+i- If, 
(i) Pt-q-i < Pt-q = ••• = Pt-i = Pb we take 1 < pr-p,.q < 3, or (ii) p^  = Pr+i = ...= p^ n^, < 
Pr+m+i, we take 1 < Pr+m-Pt ^ 3, or if both (i) and (ii), we take 1 < Pr+m-Pt-q < 3. As 
P' is defined by (for 1 < i< n), 
A - 1 , »• = t, 
P'i =• P,+l i = r. 
Pi , otherwise, 
clearly, p[<p',<...ip'„. 
Let P' be a mark sequence of some 2-digraph D' in which vertex v,' has 
mark p], 1< i < n. Then, 3<pl-p',<5. If in D', v;(2-0)v; , or v:(l-l)v;, or 
v^l-OK, v^(0-l)v;, or v;(0-0)v;, transforming these respectively to v;(l-0)v;, 
or v;(0-l)v;, or v;(l-l)v;, v;(0-2)v;, or v;(0-l)v;, we obtain a 2-digraph with 
mark sequence P. 
If v^(0-2)v,', we claim that there exists at least one vertex w' in W' =V' -
{y\,v]] such that the triple C formed by the vertices v\,v\ and w contains at least 
one intransitive oriented triple of the form v,' (1 - 0)v^  (1 -0) w' (1 -0) v\, or v,' (1 -0) v^  
(l-0)vf'(0-0)v;, or v;(l-0)v;(0-0)w'(l-0)v;, which can be transformed 
respectively to v;(0 -0)v;(0 -0) w'(0-0) v,', or v;(0-0)v;(0-0)w'(0-l)v;, or 
V,' (0-0) v^(O-l) w' (0-0) v,, with marks remaining unchanged. 
Assume that this is not true, so that for every vertex w in W, the triple C 
formed by v',, v', and w' contains only transitive oriented triples of the form (i) 
v:(l-0) V:(1-0)M' '(0-1)V:, (ii) v;(l-0)v:(0-l)w'(l-0)v;, (iii) v;(l-0)v:(0-
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i)vv'(o-i)v;, (iv) v:(i-o)v:(o-o)w'(o-i)v:, (v) v:(i-o)v:(o-i)w'(o-o)v:, (VD 
v;(i-o)v;(0-o)w'(o-o)v;. 
If at least one among (i)-(vi) appear in C, then p\< p, +3, since the number 
of arcs directed away for v^  is less than those directed away from v', and the 
number of arcs directed towards v^  is greater then those directed towards v,'. This 
is a contradiction. 
If (i) appears for every vertex w' in W' so that C is of the form v,' (2-0) v^(2-
0)w'(0-l)v;,then 
/?; = 2n-2 + dl.-d-, = 2n-2 + 2(n-2)-2 = 4n-8, 
and p', = 2n-2 + c/1 - d;. = 2n-2 + 2 + n-2 = 3n-2. 
Therefore, p', - p', = n-6. 
Clearly, for n T^  9, 10, 11, we have 6 < p',-p] < 2, which is a contradiction. 
For n = 9, 10, 11, pl-p', = 3, 4, 5. But then for any w', v;(2-0)v:(2-
0)vi''(0-l)v,' can be transformed to V,'(1-0)V^(1-0)H''(0-2)V; without changing 
the marks. 
If (ii) appears for every vertex w'in fV' so that C is of the form v,'(2-
O) v; (0-l)w'(2-0) v;, then 
PI = 2n-2-2-(n-2) = n-2, and p', = 2n-2 + 2-2(n-2) = 4. 
Therefore p',-p', =n-6. 
For n 9t 9, 10, 11, clearly 6 < p'.-p', < 2, a contradiction. 
For n = 9, 10, 11, we get p'^-p', = 3, 4, 5. But then for any w , v',(2-
0)V;(0-1)M' ' (2-0)V; can be transformed to v;(l-0)v;(0-2)w'(l-0) v', with the 
marks remaining unchanged. 
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Hence in all cases, we have v;(l-0)v;, and then transforming it to v]{2-
0) v[, we obtain a 2-digraph D with mark sequence P. 
Conversely, let P be a mark sequence of some 2-digraph D in which vertex 
Vi has mark pi, 1 < i < n. Then, 1< p^-p, < 3. If in D, either v,(2-0)Vr , or 
v , ( l - lK . or v,(l-0)Vr . or v,(0-l)Vr, or v,(0-0K . then transforming them 
respectively to v,(l-0)Vr, or v,(0-lK , or v,(l-l)Vr, or v,(0-2K , or v,(0-lK, 
we get a 2-digraph with mark sequence P'. 
If in D, v,(0-2)Vr, we claim that there exists at least one vertex w in W = V-
{v,, V,} such that the triple C formed by the vertices Vr, v, and w contains at least 
one intransitive oriented triple of the form Vr(l-0)v,(l-0)w(l-0)Vr, Vr(l-0)v,(l-
0)w(0-O)Vr, or Vr(l-0)v,(0-0)w(l-0)Vr. Then these can be respectively transformed 
to Vr(0-0)v,(0-0)w(0-0)Vr, Vr(0-0)v,(0-0)w(0-lK, vX0-0)v,(0-l)w(0-0)Vr with 
the marks remaining same. 
If this is not true, then for every vertex w in W, the triple C formed by v^ , v, 
and w contains only transitive oriented triples of the form (i) v^ 1 -0)v,( 1 -0)w(0-
IK, (ii) v,(l-0)v,(0-l)w(l-OK, (iii) v,(l-0)v,(0-l)w(0-lK, (iv) v,(l-0)v,(0-
l)w(0-OK, (v) v,(l-0)v,(0-0)w(0-l)v„ (vi) v,(l-0)v,(0-0)w(0-0)v,. 
If at least one among (i)-(vi) appear in C, clearly p, > p, + 3, since outgoing 
arcs from Vr is greater than those going out of v„ and incoming arcs to v, is greater 
than those of v^ Thus, we get a contradiction. 
If (i) appears for every vertex w in W, so that C is of the form Vr(2-0)v,(2-
0)w(0-l)Vr, then 
p, = 2n-2 + 2(n-2)-2 = 4n-8, and p^  = 2n-2 + 2 + (n-2) = 3n-2. 
Therefore, pr-p, = 6-n. 
Clearly for n ?t 3, 4, 5, we have 4 < pr-p, < 0, which is a contradiction. 
For n = 3, 4, 5, we obtain 1 < p^-p, < 3. But then Vr(2-0)v,(2-0)w(0-l)Vr can 
be transformed to Vr(l-0)v,(l-0)w(0-2)Vr with marks remaining unchanged. 
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If (ii) appears for every vertex w in W, so that C is of the form Vr(2-0)v,(0-
1 )w(2-0)v, then 
p, = 2n-2-(n-2)-2 = n-2, and p^  = 2n-2 + 2-2(n-2) = 4. 
So Pr-pt = 6-n. 
For n 5t 3, 4, 5 we have 4 < Pr-p, < 0, which is a contradiction. For n = 3, 4, 
5, we obtain 1 < Pr-pt < 3, but then we can transform Vr(2-0)v,(0-l)w(2-0)v to 
Vr(l-0)v,(0-2)w(l-0)v with the marks remaining unchanged. 
Hence in all cases, we have Vr(l-0)v„ and finally transforming it to 
Vr(2-0)v,, we obtain a 2-digraph D' with mark sequence P'. • 
The following is the existence criterion of mark sequences in 2-digraphs. 
Theorem 4.3. A sequence [p,]" of non-negative integers in non-decreasing order 
is the mark sequence of a 2-digraph if and only if 
Y,p, t2k{k-\), forl<k<n, (4.3.1) 
/ - I 
with equality for k = n. 
Before giving the proof, we have the following Lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3. Let P and P' be given as in Theorem 4.1. Then, P satisfies (4.3.1) if 
and only if P' satisfies (4.3.1). 
Proof. If P satisfies (4.3.1), then 
\^p„ j<k-l. 
1P: = 
/=i 
Z A + ( P * - 1 ) + Z A, k<J<k + m-2, 
*-l i+m-2 J 
Z A + ( A - I ) + E A+(A..-,+i)+Z A' >^^+ m-
<=i (=*+i i=k+m 
When j < k-1 and j > k + m-1, we observe that ^ p' > 2j{j -1). 
1=1 
When k < j <k + m-2, we show that J ] p, > 2J{j -1), k < j < k + m-2. 
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Assume to the contrary, that for some j , k < j < k + m-2, ^ p , <2j{j-\). 
From conditions (4.3.1), we have,2^p, >2y(;- l ) . Combining the two, we get 
Zl A = 2y(y -1). Therefore, again by (4.3.1), we have 
e l 
;+i 
P,>,+2;(y-l) = p , . , + 2 ; P , = Z A ^ 2 y ( ; + l)=2j(j-l) + 4j. 
Therefore, Pj+i > 4j. Also pj = pj+, gives Pj > 4j. Thus, 
1;P, = | ; P , + P, ^2(y-l)(y-2) + 4y = 2y(y-l) + 4>2y(;- l) , 
which contradicts our assumption. 
Thus, we have i^p'.=i^ A-> > 2y(y-1)-1 > 2y(y-1). 
i-i /-I 
Hence, in all cases, P'satisfies.(4.3.1). 
If P' satisfies (4.3.1) then it is easy to see that P also satisfies (4.3.1). • 
Lemma 4.4. Let P and P' be given as in Theorem 4.2. Then, P satisfies (4.3.1) if 
and only if P' satisfies (4.3.1). 
Proof. If P satisfies (4.3.1), then 
tp:-
' - I r-\ J 
Z A + ( A - I ) + Z A + ( P . + I ) + Z A ' j-''-
r-\ 
i=r*\ 
Forj <t-l and j > r, clearly, Y,p\ ^ 2y(y-l). 
For t < j < r-1, claim, Z A > 2y(y -1), for t < j < r-1. 
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ir not, let Tor some j , t < j < r-1, ^ p , <2y(y-l). From conditions (4.3.1), we 
1=1 
have 2^p,^2j{j-l). Combining the two, we get 2]A=2y(y-l) . Again by 
,-1 /-I 
(4.3.1), we have pj., + 2ja-l) = P,>, + S P , = Z A ^ 2;(y +1) = 2ja-l) + 4j. Thus, 
1=1 1=1 
Pj+i > 4j. Now, I< Pr-p, < 3, so that p, = pr-x , where 1 < x < 3. If p, and p^  are 
consecutive terms, then j = t and j + 1 = t + 1 = r. Therefore, Pr = Pt+i > 4t so that p, 
> 4t-x. Now, 
t^p. = Zp,+p,>2it-W-2) + p,>2ii-l){i-2) + 4t-x 
1=1 i-i 
= 2t(t-l) + 4-x > 2t(t-l), as 1 < X < 3, 
and thus contradicts the assumption. 
If p,.i < p, = p,+i = ... = pj = pj+i = ... = pr.i < Pr, then p, = 4t, so that 
t^p. = f^p,+p,>2it-W-2) + 4t = 2tit-\)^A>2t{i-\), 
i-\ 1-1 
again a contradiction. Thus, the claim is proved. 
Therefore, ^ p,' = ^ p. -1 > 2y(y -1) -1 > 2y(y -1). 
1-1 1-1 
If P' satisfies (4.3.1), then P also satisfies (4.3.1). • 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Necessity, Let D be a 2-digraph with mark sequence [p, ]". 
Let W be the 2-subdigraph induced by any set of k vertices w,, W2,..., w^  of D. 
Let a denote the number arcs of D that start in W and end outside W, and let p 
denote the number of arcs of D that start outside of W and end in W. Note that 
each vertex w in W, and for every vertex v of D not in W, there are atmost two 
arcs from v to w, so that p< 2k(n-k). Therefore, we have (3< 2nk-2kl Then, 
X P . , =Z(2«-2 + c/;(w,)-^-(H',)) 
1-1 1=1 
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1=1 1=1 
k 
= 2nk-2k + 
i=\ 
= 2nk - 2k + (number of arcs of W) + a - (number of arcs of W) - p 
= 2nk-2k + a - p (4.3.2) 
> 2 n k - 2 k - p > 2nk - 2k-2nk + 2k^ = 2k(k - 1). 
Applying this result to the k vertices with marks pi, P2,--. pk yields the 
desired inequality. If k = n, then a = p = 0, and the required equality follows from 
Equation (4.3.2). 
Suniciency. Clearly, the sequence ?„ = [ 0, 4, 8,..., 4n-4] satisfies conditions 
(4.3.2) as it is the mark sequence of the transitive double tournament. In a 
sequence P ^ ?„, satisfying (4.3.1), we have pi > 0 and pn < 4n-4. We claim that P 
contains either (i) a repeated term, or (ii) at least two terms, say pr and p, such that 
1< Pr-Pt < 3, or both (i) and (ii). To verify the claim, suppose that there is no 
repeated term. Then, pi < p2 <...< Pn. If there is no consecutive pair pi < pi+i for 
which 1 < pi+|-pi < 3, then pi+|-pi > 4, for all 1 < i < n. Since pi > 0, p2 > 4, p3 > 
8,.... pn > 4(n-l), therefore by (4.3.1) 
2n{n-\)=±p,>4'Zi = 4^-^ = 2nin^l). 
ix| 1-1 ^ 
Thus, there is equality throughout. This implies that pj = 4(i-l), and that P = 
Pn, a contradiction. 
In case of (i), when P has a repeated term, reduce its first occurrence by one, 
and increase its last occurrence by one to form P', and in case of (ii) when P 
contains at least two terms, say pr and p, with 1< pr-p, < 3, reduce p, by one and 
increase Pr by one to form P'. Clearly, P' obtained by applying (i), or (ii) also 
satisfies 4.3.1, by Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4. The process of applying (i), or (ii), 
or both is repeated (using Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 ) till we get the sequence 
P„. Let the total order on the non-negative integer sequences of length n be defined 
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by X = [xi. X2,..., Xn] ^ Y = [ yi, ya,..., yn] if either X = Y, or for some i, 1< i < 
n, Xn = yn, Xn-i = yn-iv, Xi+i = yj+i, Xj < yj. Clearly, ^ is reflexive, antisymmetric, 
transitive, and satisfies comparability, we write X ^  Y if X-^ Y but X ^ Y. For 
any sequence P ^ ?„, satisfying (4.3.1), we form another sequence P' satisfying 
(4.3.1) such that P-< P ' , and P is mark sequence if and only if P' is a mark 
sequence. Therefore, by repeated application of this transformation, starting from 
the original sequence satisfying (4.3.1), we reach Pn- Hence P is a mark 
sequence. • 
Theorem 4.3 provides an algorithm for generating all mark sequences of 2-
digraph of a given order. Let P = [pi, p2,..., Pn] be a mark sequence of 2-digraph. 
We note P # [4/ - 4]". Then P contains either a repeated term, or at least two terms, 
say.p, and Pr such that 1< Pr-pt < 3. If P has a repeated term, decrease the first 
occurrence of that repeated term by one and increase the last occurrence of that 
repeated term by one, to get a new sequence P'. we write P ~< ? ' . If P contains 
two terms p, and p^  such that 1< p^-p, < 3 , with pi.i < p, and p, < Pr+i, decrease p, 
by one and increase Pr by one to get a new sequence P". We write P -< P". When 
this method is applied recursively, we ultimately get the sequence [4;-4]". We 
call P' as the successor of P. Clearly, the sequence [2n-2, 2n-2,..., 2n-2] is not 
the successor of any sequence and the sequence [4/ - 4]" has no successor. 
(>•( Ace. No V 
^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ 
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Chapter 5 
On scores in semi-complete digraphs and hypertournaments 
In this chapter, we study scores of semi-complete digraphs and 
hypertournaments. We report the known results given by Reid and Zhang [42] for 
semi-complete digraphs, and Zhou et al. [51], and Koh and Ree [27] for 
hypertournaments. 
Deflnition 5.1. A semi-complete digraph is a digraph with no directed loops and at 
least one arc between every pair of distinct vertices. Clearly, a tournament is a 
semi-complete digraph in which there is exactly one arc between every pair of 
distinct vertices. Therefore, every semi-complete digraph contains at least one 
tournament on the same vertex set and is contained in the complete symmetric 
digraph on the same vertex set. The score 5^  or simply Sj of a vertex Vj in a semi-
complete digraph D is the outdegree of Vj. The score sequence of D is formed by 
listing the scores of vertices in non-decreasing order. 
The following result is due to Reid and Zhang [42]. 
Theorem 5.1 [42]. A sequence of non-negative integers 5 = [i,]" in non-
decreasing order is a score sequence of some semi-complete digraph of order n if 
and only if 
fk] 
Y,s,> ,andSk<n-l, (5.1.1) 
'-' l2j 
lor all k, I < k < n. 
Proof. Necessity. If S is a score sequence of some semi-complete digraph D of 
order n, then any k vertices of D induce a semi-complete digraph of order k which, 
in turn, contains a tournament W of order k. Therefore, the sum of the scores in D 
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ol" these k vertices is atleast the sum of their scores in W which is the total number 
(k] 
of arcs in W, . Also, a vertex of D can dominate at most all of the other 
vertices, so no score in S can exceed n-1. Thus, the conditions (5.1.1) are 
necessary. 
We require the following result [42] for proving sufficiency. 
Lemma 5.1 [42]. If 5 = [5,]", n > 1, is a sequence of integers in non-decreasing 
order satisfying (5.1.1), then there exists a tournament T with score sequence 
S' = [j;t such that s', < 5,, for 1 < i < n. 
Proof. Define an order "^ on all non-decreasing sequences of integers satisfying 
(5.1.1) (thus including all sequences satisfying conditions (2.2.1) as follows. If 
B = [b, ]" and m is the smallest index for which b ,^ = bp (= max {bj: 1 < i < n}), then 
B (strictly) covers the sequence A = [a, ]", where A and B are identical such that 
am = t>n,-l. Note that if m > 1, then bn,.i < bm = b^+i = ...= bn and if m = 1, then b| 
M — 1 " f " ^ 
= b2 = ... = bn> . Also, if B covers A, then^a, = ^b, - 1 . This implies, by 
2 /.I V'-i / 
Theorem 2.2, that if S satisfies (5.1.1), then S is the score sequence for some 
tournament if and only if S covers no sequence satisfying (5.1.1). And, if B is not 
the score sequence for any tournament, then B covers exactly one sequence 
satisfying (5.1.1). For two non-decreasing sequences of integers X and Y 
satisfying (5.1.1), define X"^ Y if either X = Y, or there is a sequence XQ = X, 
Xi, X2,..., Xj.|, Xj = Y of non-decreasing sequences of integers each satisfying 
conditions (5.1.1) such that Xj covers Xj.|, 1 < i < j . 
Now, let S = [.v,]; be a sequence of integers in non-decreasing order 
\ 
then by Theorem 2.2, S itself is a score sequence for some tournament T. If e(S) > 
satisfying conditions (5.1.1). Induct on the integer e(S) = ^.y, 
^«^ 
Ife(S) = 0, 
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0. then by the remarks above, S covers exactly one sequence Z = [z, ]" satisfying 
(5.1.1) and such that Zj < Sj, for I < i < n, and 
^ Cn\ ( n \ (in\ 
. '» ! v2y 
- l = e(5)-I. 
By the induction hypothesis applied to Z, there is a score sequence 5 ' = [5']" for 
some tournament T such that s\ < z,, for 1 < i < n. By the transitivity of j ; ^ , we 
have s\ < j , , for 1 < i < n, so S' and T suffice for S, as required. • 
Sufficiency of Theorem 5.1. Let 5 = [5,]", n > 1, be a sequence of integers in non-
decreasing order and satisfying conditions (5.1.1). By Lemma 5.1, there is a 
tournament T of order n with score sequence S', where S'j^S. In T denote the 
vertex with score s\ by Vj, 1 < i < n. Since V; has indegree n- l -5 ' > n-l-Sj, arcs 
can be added from Vj to any n-l-Sj vertices in the inset of Vj in T so as to produce a 
semi-complete digraph D with score sequence S. • 
Definition 5.2. A k-hypertournament is a complete k-hypergraph with each k-edge 
endowed with an orientation, that is, a linear arrangement of the vertices contained 
in the hyperedge. In other words, given two non-negative integers n and k with n > 
k > 1, a k-hypertoumament on n vertices is a pair (V, A), where V is a set of 
vertices with | V | = n and A is a set of k-tuples of vertices, called arcs, such that 
for any k-subset U of V, A contains exactly one of the k! k-tuples whose entries 
belong to U. If n < k, A = (j) and this type of hypertoumament is called a null-
hypertournament. Clearly, a 2-hypertoumament is simply a tournament. A 
k-hypertoumament with vertex set V and arc set A is denoted by H = (V, A). 
Dvfinition 5.3. The score d*„{v^) or simply d*{v^)o{ a vertex V| in a k-
hypertoumament H is the number of arcs containing Vj and in which Vj is not the 
last element, and the losing score d'„{v^) or simply d'{v,) of Vj is the number of 
ares containing V; and in which Vj is the last element. The score sequence of a 
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k-hypertoumament H is a non-decreasing sequence of integers S = [si, S2,..., Sn], 
where Sj is a score of some vertex in H, and the losing score sequence of a k-
hypertoumament H is a non-decreasing sequence of integers R = [ri, r2,..., rn], 
where TJ is a losing score of some vertex in H. 
Definition 5.4. An (x, y)-path in a k-hypertoumament is a sequence (x =)vieiV2e2 
V3...Vt.|et.|V,(= y) of distinct vertices V|, V2,..., v,, t > 1, and distinct arcs Cj, 62,..., 
e,.| such that Vj+i lies on the last entry in Cj, 1 < i < t-1. A k-hypertoumament H = 
(V, A) is strong if for any two vertices x e V and y e V, H contains both an (x, y)-
path and a (y, x)-path; 
Let R = [ri, r2,..., rn] be an integer sequence. For 1 < i < j < n, we write 
R{r*,r-)= (r,, r2,..., n + 1,..., rj-1, r„), and /?"(r;, r;) = (r,',A-;,...,r„') denotes a 
permutation of R(r;,rp such that /•,'<r^ <... < r;. Let H = (V, A) be a k-
hypertoumament and let U be a subset of V. We denote H<U> to be the 
subhypertoumament induced by U, that is, an arc is kept in H<U> if and only if all 
the vertices belonging to this arc belong to U. 
For two integers p and q. P- and(^] = Oifp<q. P 
q\ip-qy. [q 
Hypertoumaments have been studied by Assous [ 2], Barbur and Bialostocki 
[6], Frankl [19], Gutin and Yeo [22]. In 2000, Zhou et al. [51] obtained 
characterizations of score and losing scores of k-hypertoumaments. We include 
proofs of the following two results due to Zhou et al. [51]. 
Theorem 5.2 [51]. Given two non-negative integers n and k with n > k > 1, a non-
decreasing sequence R = [r^]" of non-negative integers is a losing score sequence 
of some k-hypertoumament if and only if for each j (k < j < n), 
with equality when j = n. 
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Theorem 5.3 (51). Given two non-negative integers n and k with n > k > 1, a non-
decreasing sequence S = [s^]" of non-negative integers is a score sequence of some 
k-hypertoumament if and only if for each j (k < j < n), 
I.^.>-
/=i 
+ 
r„-j\ r.\ 
\ ^ J \^j 
(5.3.1) 
with equality when j = n. 
In order to prove Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, we need the following Lemmas. 
Lemma 5.2 [51]. Let H be a k-hypertoumament of order n with S = [5,]" as its 
score sequence. Then, 
Z^. =(*-!) 
*J 
Lemma 5.3 [51]. Let /? = [r,]" be a losing score sequence of a k-hypertoumament 
H. If Ti < Tj, then /?*(r,*, r '^) is a losing score sequence of a k-hypertoumament // '. 
Lemma 5.4 [51). Let R = \rX, with ri < r2 <...< x^ be a non-negative integer 
^„_A 
sequence which satisfies (5.2.1). If r„ < , then there exists p (1 < p < n-1) 
such that R{rl, rp is non-decreasing and satisfies (5.2.1). 
Lemma 5.5 (51). Let H = (V, A) be a k-hypertoumament of order n. Let V| = {V|, 
V2,...,Vj}cVandV2 = V-V,. 
(a) If for every arc e containing vertices from both Vj and V2 no vertex of V2 in e 
is on the last entry, then 
J ( i^ k-X ( i\f 
£^;(v,) = (A:-l)^ +Z(/-1) 
1=1 \ * y (=1 \' J 
n-j 
(b) IfH is strong, then 
*-i 
Z^; (v , )> (^ - i ) ; H-X('-i) 
;=l 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. For any j with k < j < n, let v,, V2,..., Vj be the vertices 
such that c/-(v,) = r, for each 1 < i <j, and let H, = H<{V|, V2,..., Vj}>. Hence, 
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Z'-,^I^/;,(v,) = 
/=i 
(J] 
To prove the converse, we induct on n. For n = k, the statement of Theorem 
5.2 is valid, since there is only one arc and thus all the losing scores are equal to 0 
except one, which is equal to 1. Thus, we assume that n > k. Since 
/=.! 
n-l^ fn-l^ 
we consider the following two cases. 
Case (i). r„ = 
k-V 
. Then, 
n-i n 
l - l 
IB-l 
n 
. * - i , [ k 
By induction hypothesis, [r, ]""' is a losing score sequence of a k-hypertoumament 
// 'of order n-l . Now, we can construct a k-hypertoumament H of order n as 
follows. Let V(// ' ) = {vi, V2,..., Vn-i}. Adding a new vertex Vn, for each k-tuple 
containing Vn, we arrange \„ on the last entry. Denote E| to be the set of all these 
(„-\\ 
k-tuples. Let E(H) = E(// ') w E,. We can easily check that [r,]" is the [k-lj 
losing score sequence of H. 
Case (ii). r„ < n-r 
k-l 
We apply Lemma 5.4 repeatedly until we obtain a new non-
decreasing sequence R' = [r']" such that r„' = 
k-\ 
By Case (i), we know that R' 
is a losing score sequence of a k-hypertoumament. Now, we apply Lemma 5.3 on 
R' repeatedly until we obtain the initial non-decreasing sequence /? = [r,]". By 
Lemma 5.3, R is a losing score sequence of a k-hypertoumament. • 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let [5, ]" be the score sequence of a k-hypertoumament. 
Then, there exists a k-hypertoumament H with V = {v,, V2,..., Vn} such that 
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</;,iv,) = s, for i = 1, 2,..., n. Note that rf^(v,) + c/"(v,) ^«-r Letrn+i.i= d'iv,), 
then [rj; is the losing score sequence of H. Conversely, if [rj" is the losing score 
sequence of a k-hypertoumament H, [5 J" is the score sequence of H. Hence, it is 
sufficient to show that conditions (5.2.1) and (5.3.1) are equivalent provided 
s,+r„,^., 
First, suppose that (5.3.1) holds. Then, 
1-1 i-i 
=yi:-:i-[i.-z. 
( 
= }\ 
k-\ -(^-1)1 "W u 
^} 
vt\ 
_(^_1) +(«-;) 'n-\\ {i\ in 
.k-\ \h 
with equality when j = n. Hence (5.2.1) holds. 
Now, suppose that (5.2.1) holds; using a similar argument as above, we can 
prove that (5.3.1) holds. • 
In 2003, Koh and Ree [27] used Bang and Sharp's idea and obtained new 
proofs of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. 
The following result [51] generalizes a Theorem of Harary and Moser [24] 
about strong tournaments. 
Theorem 5.4 [51]. A non-decreasing sequence 5 = [5,]" of non-negative integers 
is a score sequence of a strong k-hypertoumament with n > k if and only if 
,k-\, 
n-j 
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fork <j <n- l and 
I ,^ =(*-!) 
The next result is due to Zhou et al. [51]. 
Theorem 5.5 [51]. A non-decreasing sequence /? = [/-,]" of non-negative integers 
with n > k is a losing score sequence of a strong k-hypertoumament if and only if, 
fork <j <n- l , 
and 
i - i 
E--.' 
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